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cHÅPTER 1

lNTRODUCT10N

1.1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

In semiconductor crystals_ such as silicon, the Peierls-

Nabarro baヂrier for dislocation motion is extremely large because

of the covalent bonding, so that very bigb stress is required to

generate and move dislocations. The dislocation mobility in

these crystals is, tbeTefore, much lower than that in metalcrys-

tals and also depends sensitively on the deformation temperature･

血amely, in the temperature range below-Tm/2 (Tm: the melting tem-

perature in Kelvin), the macroscopic plastic deformation of crys-

ta15 does not take place, that is, dislocations are practically

immobile under applied stress and the crystals are extremely

brittle like ordinary ceramics. In contrast to this, they be-

come increasingly ductile above Tm/2 and behave like metal crys-

tal畠【1】.

On the other hand, various semiconductor crystals, now uti-

lized widely in device technology, are usually grown in a dislo-

cation-free state or with very low densities of dislocations.

However, dislocations are often introduced into such crystals
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during subsequent thermal processingタWbich lead to a deteriora-

tion of device properties･ In order to consider successful coun-

terplans for controlling the generation of dislocations in de-

vice elements, it is first necessary to understand the genera-

tion and the multiplication processes of dislocaLtions under the

simple stress cわndition such as tensile deformation.

The technique of in-situ observaLtion using high voltage

electron microscope (HVEM) [2,3] is suited to the deta,iled inves-

●

tigation of dislocation process occurring on a microscoplC SCale･

However, observations on a macroscoplC SCale are also necessary

to clarify from wbeTe and bow dislocations are generated andmove

in dislocation-free bulk crystals. By using a士.ecently develop-

ed 90 kW-class ultra high intensity X-ray generator and a TV
■

imaglng System, it is now possible to carry out Teaトtime obser-

vations of dynamic phenomena occurring in bulk crystals by means

of X-ray topography [4,5】.

Silicon crystals are expected to have the following advan-

tage5 for the 5tudy on the deformation and the behaviour of di≦-

locations.

(i) Highly perfect crystals of high purity can be easily obtain-

ed. Generally in metal crystals, the density of grown-in dislo-

cations 'is fairly high and also the purity obtainable is not so

highas compared with that of silicon crystals, so that it is

hard to know how crystal perfection?nd purity affect the defor-

mation characteristics of crystals from the study on metals.

Such difficulties may not exist in the study on silicon crystals.

(ii) In covalent ⊂rystals such as silicon, it is believed that
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peierls-Nabarro barrier plays a predominant role in the resist-

ance to the motion of dislocations 【6】. Therefore, experimental

studies of the dislocation motion can be made under relatively

ideal conditions and a clear-cut analysis of the results obtain-

ed lnay be possible.

(iii) The dislocation velocity depends sensitively on the temper-

ature and rather insensitively on the stress. Such dynamical
ヽ

characteiistics of dislocations are reflected in the mechanical

behaviour of crystals. Tbus, the level of the flow stress in

semiconductor crystals depends sensitively on the strain rate

and the deformation temperature throughout all deformation

stages 【7㌧9].

(iv) The dislocations are practically immobile at room tempera-

ture, so that the dislocation configuration developed during

high-temperature deformation is
･easily

frozen in when the crys-

tals are rapidly cooled under the applied load. Consequently,

the arrangements Of dislocations which have contributed to de-

formation can be revealed by transmission electron microscopy

【10】.

1.2. GENERAL SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORKS

1.2.1. Dislocations in Silicon Crystals

The diamond cubic lattice,･ shown in Fig. 1-1, corresponds

to two interpenetrating f.c.c. lattices, one of which is dis-
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placed by
a/4【111】 (a: lattice constant of unit cell) with re-

spect to the otbeT･ Atoms in the two lattices do not have iden-

tical surroundings, so that the structure Can be described as an

f.c.c. structure ☆ith a basis of two atoms per lattice point.

The primitive-unit-cell vectors remain those asso`ciated with a

single f･c･c･ 1attice･ Thus■ tbe slip plane in the diamond cu-

bic lattice is (111) and the perfect dislocations have Burgers

vectors a/2<110> [11】. Presumably because of a large Peierls-

＼

･Nabarro barrier with 'deep troughs along <110> directions, glide

dislocations lie primarily along <110> directions when the dis-

location
■density is low 【12】. Gride dislocations lying along

<110> directions are either pure screw or 60odislocation, so

called because the Burgers Vector is inclined at･ an angle of 60o

to the direction of dislocation line.

The layer structure of diamond lattice contains (111) planes

in the sequence AaBbCc, as shownin Fig. 1-2. Because of the

doubl･e-layer atomic arra平gement, there are two inherently differ-

ent sets of dislocations, one member of each set baying a Burgers

vector identical to one dislocation in the other set. Disloca-

tions in the broad layers Such as Aa are termed the shuffle set

and those in the narrow layers such as aB termed the gride set

【15】. Various characteristics of dislocations in semiconductor

crystals have been so far discuss■ed on an assumption that they

are of t･he perfect type in shuffle set 【1】. Recent transmission

electron microscopy using a weak-beam technique [14-19] andhigh-

resolution electron microscopy
･【20-22],

however, show that di貞一

locations at rest in silicon crystals are extendedナi･e･I the
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Fig. 1-1･ Diamond cubicunit ce11･

me diamond cubic lat亡1ce corre-

sponds to two lnterpenetrating

f.c.c. lattices.

Fig. i-2. A diaTnOnd cubic lattice projected normal

to (1-10). Full circles represent atoms in the plane

of the paper and open circles represent atoms ln ttle

plane below. (lil) is perpendicular to the plane of

the paper and appears as a horizontal trace.
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dislocations are of the gride set･ According to these observa-

tions, the st礼cking fault energy of silicon crystals is estimat-

ed to be 50 - 60 mJm-2, from the widths of images of extended

dislocations. It has been confirmed by means of in-situ HVEM

observation 【25】that moving dislocations in silicon crystals

are also- extended.

1.2.2. Dislocation Mobility

Tbe dislocation velocities in silicon crystals have been′

extensively inve'stigated as a function of stress and temperature

by means of etch pitting 【24-27】, conventional X-ray topography

【28-35], real-time X-ray top?graphy 【36,37】 and in-situ electron

microscopy [58】. These results seem to be consistent with the

thermally activated motion of dislocations∫ which proceeds

thropgha doub-1.e-kink mechanism [6]. It has been found that the

dislocation velocity v is expressed approximately with the equa-

tion:

Ⅴ-Ⅴ｡ (T/T｡)m exp(-E/kT) (1.1)

where T is the applied shear stress, T｡ a COnStant, T the defor-

mation temperature and k the Boltヱmann COnStant･ The magnitudes

of exponent m and activation energy E for 60odi5location arel

for eXanple, 1.1 and 2.2 (eV), respectively 【39]. However,

there is a little difference especially in the absolute values

of dislocation velocity amo?g the results obtained so far･ This

difference in dislocation velocity seems to be caused by the
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experimental conditions. Namely, most of the investigations

【24-34】 adopted an intermittent observation in which a specimen

is cooled to room temperature for observation after applying

stresses at elevated temperatures and then the distance moved

by dislocations are measured.

On the other hand, Chikawa et al. [36】 observed X-raytopog-

raphs of moving dislocations continuously through a vidicon cam-

era and measured directly the dislocation velocity by using a

video tape recorder (VTR). By means of this reaトtime X-ray

top?graphic observation, Sumino et al. 【57】measured the dislo-

cation
･velocities

at various temperatures as a function of the

resolved shear stress in float･-zone crystals and Czochralski

crystals both of intrinsic type. As a result, no appreciable

difference is observed in the velocities of both types of crys-

tal except for the fact that no motion of dislocations are real-

ized in Czochral･ski crystals when they are under stress lower

than about 5 MN/m2 【57].

Here, real-time X-ray top?graphy is expect占d to have the

followip･g advant早ges; (i) the dynamic behaviour of dislocations

in a thick specimen can be observed for crystals with low dislo-

cation dens.ities, (ii) fast motion of dislocations can be ob-

served because of low-m?gnific,ation observation, (iii) macro-

SCOPic properties such as st をeSS-Strain curves can be investigat-

ed easily in p'arallel with the observation of dislocations, (iv)
*

dislocation motion free from radiation damage can be observed.

*工n MgO crystals, however■ it has be･en detnonstrated that the yield stress is

increased by 10 to 50 7. due to the intensive X-ray irradiation [40].
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The dislocation velocity in silicon crystals is known to be

markedly influenced by doplng With electrically active impuri-

ties. It is generally accepted that n-doplng results in an in-

crease of the velocities of screw and 60'dislocation [24,25,32-

34】. However, the effect of p-doplng is not well understood･

It seems that for rather high concentrations of acceptersl the

velocity also increases when compared with intrinsic crystal

【24,25,32,33]. However, it seems that in moderately p-doped

crystal, no
･clear

effect is obseTVed for screw dislocation while

the velocities of 60.dislocations are slightly
lower than in in-

tTins.ic crystal 【34ト

1.2.3. Deformation Characteristics

It has now been 50 years since the elemental semiconductor

crystals, silicon and germanium, were first plastically deformed

【41】. Many investigations, tbeTeafter, have been performed to

get the knowledge.of tbeiT high-temperature plastic properties

and the behaviour of dislocations in these crystals. Tbe pTOg-

Tess in the research field of plasticity of semiconductor crys-

talsl especially of germanium∫ were.summarized by Alexander and

Haasen [1]. from t･he view point of a micromechanical (dislocation

dynamical) theory of macroscopic plastic properties.

The mechanical propertie5 0f bulk crystals of silicon have

been investigated mainly by the two modes of deformation, that

is, tension 【37,42-49】 and compression 【50-59ト It is wellknown

that the crystals baying a very low density of dislocations show
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a marked yield drop phenomena and that the macroscoplC deforma-

tion proceeds by means of the propagation of L苗ders bands in the

deformation stage from the upper yield point to the lower yield

point 【37,45,53,56]. L缶ders bands usually orlglnate from the

specimen-holding positions and propagate inwards. It is also

indicated that even when the resolved shear stress reaches the

lo･wer yield point, the dislocation distribution as well as the

local st上ain is very inhom?geneous over the specimen length [60].

The values of the upper and the lower yield stresses are 5trOng-

●

1y dependent on the strain rate E and the temperature T, and

both
strisses

are well-described by the following relation [8,

45,46,51,60,61]:

T=A(;/;o)1/nexp (u/kT) (1.2)

As for silicon crysta15I the magnitudes of n and U are, for exam-

ple, 2･4 and l･25 (eV) for upper yield stress, and 3.3 and 0.8

(eV) for lower yield stress, respectively, 【46】. Namely, they

become higher for higher strain rate and also for lower temper-

ature.

SemiconductoT Crystals can be deformed to higher strains

if the applied stresses and the temperatures are high enough

* observations have been so far restricted to temperatures above 900 - 1000

K since below these temperatures Crystals under stress fail by fracture with-

out plastic defornation･ Recently? Suppression of brittle behaviour has been

achieved by superimposing a confining pressure in compression tests. Silicon

crystals were defomed at temperatures as low as 573 K and had the resolved

flow Stress Values.f up t. 1000班Nん2 【58].
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Figure 1-3 shows a typICal stress-strain curve of specimen de-

formed at elevated temperature 【1】. These specimens show a

three-st?ge hardening curve (beyond stage 0) over the whole tem-

perature rangeタ Wbich guarantees sufficient ductility･ In de-

tail, st?ge I (easy_glide) is characterized by a small constant

har-denipg rate (dT/dE)Ⅰ ≡ eI, the sebsequent stage II by a much

larger and still constant (dT/dE)ⅠⅠ = 0ⅠⅠ･ whereas in stage III

the hardeni早g Curve has concave shape. The stresses at the be-

glnni?g of stage I, II and Ill are denoted here by TI,･TII and

tJ

撃
◆■

tJ)

ね
4l

.⊂
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てI
41
>
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∽
41

α

敬

ft

EL Et ∈1 ∈Ⅱ
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Fig. i-3. Typical stress-strain curve of semiconductor

crystals. These crystals show a three-stage hardening

curve (beyond stage 0): st.dge工,工工,工工工･ The defini-

tion.of various parameters is also given in the figure.
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TIII, respectively, and these show the strain rate and temper-

ature dependence given by Eq･ (1.2)･ With increase in the tem-

peraturel the stress-strain curve shrinks in size maintaining a

similar sha･pe, and the increase in the strain rate results in a

similar effect as that bropght by the increase of the tempera-

ture [8,46].

For understanding of the mechanical behaviour of crystals,

it is es･sential toknow the dislocation processes occurring dur-

ipg
･deformation.

In this case, electron microscopy is suited to

the invest.igation of dislocation configuration on a microscoplC

scale since the dislocation density is extremely high after plas-

tic deformation. It has been revealed in, germanium crystals [10,

62] that the dislocation
configurations

in various deformation

stages and the work-hardenipg pro･cesses are very similar to those

of f.c.c. metals. There are also some investigations of dislo-

cation conf阜guraitons
in deformed silicon crystals [50,55,63]

although t･hese
10bservations

are restricted to small strain re-

glOnS･ On也e other band, Ⅹ-ray top?grapby is a unlque and pow-

erful technique. for the observations of dislocation processes in

bulk crystals with low den5itie5 0f dislocations. The genera-

tion and t･he multiplication processes of dislocations in silicon

crystals haye been investigated by using this technique [29,35,

45,64-6.8]･ It is. generally accepted that dislocations are often

generated p･T.eferentially in the surface ∫?glOn
in a highly per-

fect cryst･al･ Such generation of dislocations usually takes

place上ete･r?geneously,and this fact leads to.an idea that some

irregularities on the surface play important TOles in the gener-

ill



ation proces5 0f dislocations 【4S,66ト

Hereuponl dynamic deformation such as fatigue cycling has

not yet been applied to semiconductor cTyStalsl except for the

fatig･ue ･defornation
by usi平g reversed cantilever bendi中g 【69]･

This is probably due to the difficulties in experimental tecb-

nlq･ue. Nevert･heless, the investigation of cyclic deformation

behaviour is important not only to controll the dislocation gen-

eration in device･ elements but also to provi.de some slgnificant

information on the fatigue-induced microstructuTe Of metals and

CeTamlCS

1.2.4. Effects of Oxygen on Dislocation Motion

CヱOChralski-grown Silicon crystals are now used widely in

d･evice 'man,ufacture because of their smaller susceptibility to

the thermal slip in wafers occurri?g duri?g processing･ These

crystalsタ Which are commonly. grown from the melt in fused quartz

crucibles, orlglnally contain oxygen atoms at a concentration of

about 1018 cm-5. The preclpitation of supersaturated oxygen

atoms, therefore, takes place in Czocbralski crystals in the

course o'f heat treatment at elevated temperatures below 1500 K,
J

and various ty･pes of lattice defects are known to be introduced

in ceh.nection with this precipitation [70-74]. Although the

state and the shape of oxide precipitates change in company with

the cha･nge of annealing temperature, as summarized in Tableト1,

these p･recipita･tes are identifi'ed as silicon oxide [70,75].

The･ effe･cts of oxygen on the dislocation motion are tenta-
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Table 1-1. State of oxide preclpltate ln $111con crystal

Ahnealing

Temperature(Ⅹ)

720.-1050 1140-.1200 1260-1340

State

SiO-SiO2 SiOz SiO2

Amorphous Cristpbalite Amorphous

.Shape
港

Square-

shaped

platelet

Octahedron

tively considered as follows; (i) dislocation pinning effect by

isolated oxygen aLtOmS and/or their clusters [76,77], (ii) dislo-

cation lockipg effect by oxygen atoms [37】, (iii) precipitation

har･dening by oxi･de p･recipitates【78】 , (iv) precipitation soften-

i平g by oxide precipitates [44,49,55,56,58]. Hu [76,77] reported

that dislocaLtions were. generated more easily in float-zone crys-

tals duripg t･he thermal processipg of wafers thanin Czochralski

crystals and that isola･ted oxygen atoms and/or their clusters

impeded the motion of individual dislocations (i). Recently,

Sumino et al. 【49】have shown that the difference in mechanical

stre?gth of both crystals orlglnateS in the locking effect of

dislocations by oxygen atoms (ii), which takes place only in

Czochralski crystals, and not in the difference in the disloca-

tion mobility
･between

the two types of crystals. On the other

hand, oXi.de pTeClpitates are introduced in Czocbralski crystals

after annealing at high temperatures. It may be considered that

13



they become obstacles to the motion of dislocations 【78】, so

that the precipitation hardening is caused (iii)･ As a matter

of fact, neverthelessタ the magnitudes of the upper yield stress

and of the yield drop always decrease upon preclpitaion of oxy-

gen at?m5 【44,49,S5,58】, in other words, the crystals soften

drastically on beat treatment at temperature･s around 1275 Ⅹ (iv)･

In this case, dislocations punched out from preclpitates play

the most`important role in the softening due to preclpitation

【49】.

The above･ effects of dissolved and preclpitated oxygen aト

oms on the motion of dislocations can be applied directly to de-

vice technology as the roles of oxygen duri平g thermal processing,

as shown in Table 1-2. Even if dislocations are nucleated by

thermal st･ress in or.1glnally dislocation-free crystals during

processi?g, they are thoyght to be locked rapidly by dissolved

oxygen at'oms [37】, not beipg able to act as dislocation multipli-

cation
･centers･

Dissol･ved oxygen atomsl thereforel have the ad-

vantage of the reduction of thermal slip･ Once the preclpita-

tion of oxygen atoms takes place, however, thermally induced mi-

crode,fects, including ▲oxide precipitates, dislocation loops and

sol on, are introduced in crystals. They are detrimental to de-

vice properties when they are formed in a region near the crys-

tal surface and also lead to the thermal slip, acting as sources

of mobile dislocations. On the other九and, they also act as get-

teripg sites for undesirable impurities when they are formed in

bulk r?gion far from the surface 【79】. Precipitated oxygen at-

oms, in this case, turn to advantage.

14



Table 1-2. Roles of d18SOIved and precipitated oxygen

atoms in CzochralBki crystal during thermal processing.

Reduction of

Thermal Slip

Introduction of

Microdefects

r⊥rDegradation Thermal Slip

Intrinsic

Gettering

Effect

くadvantage>

15

くdisadvantage>



oxide films thermally grown on silicon crystals are also

employed in device technology･ It is recognized that they in-

volve internal stress after cooling because of the difference in

then%al expansion between oxide film and silicon crystal･ This

Stress brings 1attice 5train in crystal, which glVeS rise to the
●

enhanced X-ray diffraction at the boundary between the oxidized

r?gion and the oxid-e-removed region 【80,81ト Mecbanical stress

at the edges.of oxide windows is known to be able to cause･ the

generation of dislocations vhich reduces the yield of semiconduc-

tor devices 【82】.

1.3. THE AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDIES

With the recent pT?皇ress Of silicon semiconductor device,

it has bec'ome the object of attention bow dislocations are nu-

cleaLted, move and multiply duri平g the growth processes of crys-

tals and during the subsequent thermal processes of wafers since

theyr bring about harmful effects on the performance of devices.

For the purpose.of controlling of the generation and multiplica-

tion of dislocations, it is necessary to get the knowledges of

the mechanical pTOpeTties and also the dynamical behaviour of

dislocations in silicon crystals under simple deformation condi-

tions. Silicon crystals are a typlCal material in which the

Peierl's-Nabarro barrier for dislocation motion is extremely large.

The investigations of deformation behaviour of such a crystal at

elevated tempeTatuTeS, hence, can provide some useful information

16



on the dislocation processes Of metals and ceramics･

By the wayl Czochralski-grown silicon crystals are commonly

utilized in the fabrication of semiconductor device. Meanwhile,

it has been recワgnized that there is a big difference in the me-

chanical response to th占thermal stress between float-zone crys-

tals and Czocbralski crystals (see Section 1.2.4.). It may be

reasonable to think that■ such a difference in the mechanical

stT甲gth●is related to the difference in the cencentration of im-

purities,･ e.･g･, oXy.gen atoms included in these crystals. Also

from the view point of practical uses,it is interesting to inves-

tigate how such impurities or defects affect various dislocation

processes which control the mechanical behaviour of Czochralski

crystals.

In the pre･sent studies, Czochralski crystals were at first

deformed in
･tension

at elevated temperatures by using an lnstron-

type testing machine. The. crystals deformed to higher strains

were･ examined by means of hig血voltage electron micTOSCOpy tO

reveal in detail the dislocation
conf阜gurations (Chapter 2)･ In

order to obser･ve dynamically the dislocation processes during

teds.ile
･deformation,

a high-temperature deformation appaLratuS

was newly constructed for real-time I-ray topography (Chapter 3).

With the aid of this apparatus which was combined with an ultra

highintensity X-ray- generatorand a TV imaglng System, the gen-
●

eration process and the movement of dislocations in orlglnally
●

●

dislocation-free crystals were investigated at elevated tempera-

tures under various deformation･conditions; (i) motion of single

dislocations during annealing (Chapter 4) , (ii) dislocation gen-

17



eration at oxide precipitates (Chapter 5), (iii) notch effect

during deformation (Chapter 6). Cyclic deformation in push-pull

wasl for the first timel applied to silicon crystals by using a

newly de･velop･ed high-･temperature fatigue apparatus which was at-

tach･ed to an lnstron-type testing machine (Chapter 7). Furtber-

morel in connection with the dislocation generation induced in

wafers during thermal
process中Ig, thermal stress and the visco-

elastic behaviour
of oxide films on silicon cr.ystals were reveal-

ed directly by in-situ thermal cyclic experiments (Chapter 8).
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cHÅPTER 2

TENSILE DEFORMAT10N AND

DISLOCAT10N CONFIGURAT10NS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that thermal slips are often induced in

silicon crystals during wafer processi?g. This thermal slip,

which leads to a deterioration of silicon wafers, is much more

profound in float-zone silicon crystals than in Czochralski

silicon crystals 【1,2ト Since the only difference between

Czochralski and floaトzone crystals lies in the concentration of
▲

■■■

oxy写en
impu･･rityゝ- (oxygen level in Czochralski crystals is much

higher than that in float-zone crystals), it is believed that

oxygen must play an important role in suppressing the thermal

slip in Czochralski crystals.
,

Altbougb the probability of dis-

location nucleation in initially dislbcation-free crystals under

thermal stress is considered to be similar in both Czochralski

crystals and float-zone crystals, the thermally nucleated dis-

locations in Czochralski crystals cannot act as dislocation

sources, while those in float-zone crystals, which are oxygen

free, can act as the sources to develop the thermal slip [5].
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However, detailed mechanism by which oxygen suppresses the tbeT-

mal slip is not understood well･ In order to understand the

dislocation mechanism of the thermal sli･p during wafer process-

ing, it is of fundamental importance to have a detailed knowl-

edge on the properties of the thermally-nucleated dislocations･

Close observations of dislocation configurations developed 己UT-

in雷 high-temperature deformation areconsidered to provide a use-

ful knowledge on th,iis respect.

The purpose of the experimental study described in this

chapter is to investigate the stress-strain characteristics of

CヱOCbralski silicon crystals as well as the features of the dis-

location distribution as a function of the temperature and the

strain rate and also to observe by means of transmission elec-

tron microscopy the dislocation configurations in Czochralski

crystals deformed at high temperatures in tension up to various

deformat･ion stages.

2. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEI)URES

2.2.1. High-Temperature Tensile Tests

Tensile specimens were prepared from Silicon single crys-

tals (p-type, 50
ohm･cm) grown by the Czochralski technique.

The concentration of dissolved oxygen atoms was estimated to be

about 1 x 1018 cm･-3 and the density of grown-in･ dislocations was

de･termined by etch pits as about 2 Ⅹ 104 cm-2･ The geometry of
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the specimens is shown in Fig･ 2-1; the tensile axis and the

●

side surface were parallel to 【王25】and (lil), respectively, and

they had square crossISeCtion approximately 4 I 4 mm2 and gauge

le?gth 50 mm･ These specimens were first polished mechanically

with emery paper.(#1500), followed by chemical polishing witban

etcbant of 1 part HF and 5 parts HNO5 (by volume) until surface

damages were removed･

Anapparatusl aS Shown in Fig･ 2-21 Which is capable of car-

ryl平g Out tensile tests in. gas atmosphere at elevated tempera-

tures, was attached to an lnstron-type tensile machine (Shimadzu,

DSS-2000 Åut?graph). Temperature of specimens was measured with

PトptRh tbermocouples which were located close to the top and

the bottom parts Of each specimen. The temperature Of specimens

was kept constant with accuracy of土1 K by a P.Ⅰ.I). temperature

r?gurator. Tensile tests were conducted in argon atmosphere in

the temperature range between 1073 Ⅹ and 1173 Ⅹ･ For the elec-

tron microscope ob.servations of dislocation configurations in

deformed crystals, specimens were deformed at lO75 Ⅹ at the

strain rate of 1.4 Ⅹ 10-5 s-1 to various deformation stagesl

namely, lower yield point, stage I, transient stage from stage
･

I to stage II and stage II･ In order to freeze in the disloca-

tion configurations, the specimens were cooled under load after

the desired strain was reached.

.The dislocation d'istributions in deformed crystals were

observed with etch-pit technique. Dislocation etch-pits were

revealed by etching the side surface of specimens with the

Sirtlls r甲gent Which consisted of HF (100 cc), CrO3 (50 g) and
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Fig･ 2-1･ Geometry of Shoulder-type tensile specimen; tensile

axis parallel to 【‡23】皿d side surface parallel to (lil)･

to Load Celt

⊂コ

Ceramic
Wool

Tension

Grips

Specimen

Thermo-

CoupLes

Electric
Term'tnat

ELectric
Furnace

PulトRod

Ar-Gas

Pipe

Fig. 2-2. Schematic illustration of high-temper?lure

tensile apparatus for工nstron-type testing nachine･
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H20 (100 cc)･

2.2.2. Electron Microscope Observations

DefoTmed crystals were cut into slices of O･4 mm thick par-

allel to the primary slip plane (111), (王o1) and (1乏1) by using

a muユti-wire saw. Eacb slice was first thinned mechanically

with emefy paper (#1000) down to a thickness of about 0.2 mm and

then thinned chemically at about 280 K by using an etchant of

1 part HF and 5 parts HNO3 (by volume)･ These specimens were

examined by transmission electron microscopy using a bigh. volt-

age electron microscope (Hitachi, HU-1000D) operated at 1000 kV･

The dislocation densities were measured by counting dislocation

intersections with a series of random circles 【4】.

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.5.1. Tensile Deformation Characteristics

Figure 2-3 shows the stress-strain curves of the specimens

deformed in tension at lO73 K, 1123 K and l173 K at the constant

strain rate of 2.1 Ⅹ 10-5 s-1. The stress-Strain behaviour Of

Czochralski crystals is qualitatively similar to that of float-

zone crystals 【5】;with increasing the deformation temperature,

the stress-strain curve is re.duced in size.maintaining approxi-

mately the same shape. However, the upper yield stresses of
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Fig. 2-3. Stre8S-Strain curves of specitnens deformed

at the strain rate 2.i I 10-5 s-land T = 1073 K, l123

K and 1173 K, respectively.

Czochralski crystals are much higher than those of float-zone

crystals; at any temperature examined, a yield point phenomenon

in Czochralski crystals is sharper than float-zone crystals al-

though the initial dislocation density of both crystals is about

the same. In addition to this, it was usually observed that the

deformation in the yield reglOn proceeds by means of the propa-

gation of Luders bands at any temperaLture examined. A quite sim-

ilar behaviour of the stress-strain curve is also observed by

the change in the strain rate, where higher strain rate takes

the place of lower temperature in Fig. 2-5.

The dependence of the upper yield stress でuy and the lower
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yield stress TIγ On the deformation temperature T is shown in

Fig･ 2-4. Taking the strain-rate dependence of the upper and

the lower yield stresses into consideration, both stresses are

welトdescTibed by the following relation:

T=A(;/;o)1/nexp (u/kT) (2.1)

where ;0 - 1 s-1 and the values ofn and U are 1.7 and 1.01 (eV)

for
uppei yield stress, and 5.3 and 0.92 (eV) for lower yield

stress, respectively.

Temperature (K)

1250 1200 1150 1100

∈=2.1 xlO-5s-1

/-.T十･o十｢● てuy

o てly

8.0 8.5 9.0

Reciprocal Temperature (10-4K-1)

9.5

Fig. 2-4. Temperature dependence of the upper yield

stress (full circle) and the lower yield stress (open

circle) a=he strain rate 2.1 Ⅹ 10-5 -1
S .
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Tbe development of etch-pit distribution with strain is

shown in Fig. 2-5. At the lower yield point (a),the etch-pit

distribution is -characterized by the etch-pit alignments running

parallel to the trace of the primary slip plane･ Inbomogenities

in the. etch-pit density are observed to develop as se占n atA and

B: the density in the ∫?glOn A is much higher than that in the

r?glOn B. In st早ge I (b), etch pits are distributed rather ho-

m?geneou岳1y over the most area on the surface, while
in the re-

glOn C the density of etch pits is still lower than the other

reglOnS･ Moreoverl alignments of etch pits which belong to the

＼

critical slip system are also observed as seen卑t I)･ In the

transient stage from stage l to stage II (c),
､one

can no longer

resolve individual etch pits distinctly since they overlap each

other･ Narrow r?glOnS Of the lower etch-pit density are observed

to run tbroIlgh the surrounding ∫?glOnS Of high etch-pit density,

as seen at E･ Such r?glOnS Of low dislocation density are call-

ed stripes
･【6,7】･

Although boundaries of stripes are approxi-

mately parallel to the trace of the primary slip planel the etcb-

pit arra?gement inside stripes is dispersed. It is found that

stage II beglnS When the secondary slip system is activated

throyghout the whole crystal. In stage II (d), the sharp dis-

tinction in distribution pattern between reglOnS inside stripes

and the
･surT`oundings

is being lost. A new type of stripes whose

boundaries deviate from the direction of the trace of the prima-

ry slip plane ap･pears and deformation bands are found. There

are two
･r?glOnS

in the distribution of etch pits; in the reglOn

F, primary dislocations are mainly arranged homogeneously while
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Fig. 2-5. I)evelopnent of etch-pit distribution with

strain on the side surface of the specimens deformed

at 1073 Rand e

-
-

1.4 Ⅹ 10-5 s-1 : (a) lower yield

point (c王4.5 7.), (b) 8t=age工(E
= 24･6 Ⅹ), (c) tran-

sient Stage from 8t:age工亡o st&ge工工(E
≡ 38･4冨),

(a) s亡age工工(c
2- 53.7完).
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in the reglOn G, the density of dislocations of the secondary

slip systems is exceedingly high.

2.3.2. Dislocation Configurations in Various Deformation Stages

Figure 2-6 shows the dislocation configuration on the pri-

mary Slip plane at the lower yield point: resolved shear stress

ll.5 MN/m2, shear strain 4.5 %. In crystals deformed after the

upper yield point, dislocations lying along the close packed

direction are scarcely observed. It is found from this figure

that long curved primary dislocations (several tens microns in

length) are more predominant and the dipole configuration is

also revealed. On the other hand, Czochralski crystals showed

the heterogeneous deformation accompanied with the propagation

of Luders bands, so that the dislocation distribution was very

inbomogeneous over the specimen length. This fact indicates

that grown-in dislocations make little contribution to the ini-

tial deformation
･except

for the heterogeneous defomation at the

specimen ends near the tension grlpS. At the lower yield point,

therefore, the dislocation density may be different in different

localitie･s･ The total dislocation density is about 9.0 Ⅹ 107

cm-21 measured in this particular case'

Tbe hardening mechanism of stage l deformation is cbarac-

･terized by the increase of the elastic interaction of primary

dislocations which assume Often dislocation dipoles 【8】. Figure

2-7 sbows the dislocation configuration on the primary slip plane

in the middle of stage I: resolved shear stress 14.5脚/m2,
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Flg･ 2-6･ DIBlocatlon conflg11ra亡ion on the prlmary sllp plane at the

lNer yield polnt: resolved 8hear stress ll.5 W/n2, Shear strain 4･5

7.. The directlotl Of primary Burgers vector is shown in the flgtlre.
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Fig. 2-7. Dislocation configuration on the primary slip plane in

the Tniddle of stage I: resolved shear stress 14.5 MN/m2, shear

strain 24.6冨. The direction of primary Burgers vector is shown

in the figure.
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shear strain 24.6 %. The existing dislocations are mainly those

of the primary systeml and secondary dislocations are hardly

observed･ The total dislocation density is, in this case, about

8･9 Ⅹ 108 cm-2･ Most of dislocations assume dislocation dipole

and/or multipole configuration; each dipole is about 1 - 2 ♪m

in length･ Long curved screw dislocations are.also found; they

are considered moving dislocations. In the reglOn Of high di-

pole densityl dipoles are cut into shoITter length by the slip of

dislocations on other sl.ip planes･ In addition to this, rows of

prismatic loops (for examp.1e, labelled P) are often seen along

the direction of the primary edge dislocation. They are most

likely td be introduced by break up of a dipole [9]. On the

other bandl even by using the weak-beam tecbniquel nO detectable

obstacles for the motion of dislocations could be observed ex-

°ept for the deformation products such as dislocation dipole5･

Figure 2-8 shows the three-dimensional dislocation configu-

ration in the middle of stage I: resolved shear stress and shear

strain are the same a･s those of Fig. 2-7. The section whose

normal is parallel to [王o1】 reveals that dislocation tangles are

scarcely present in this stage. Moreover, no lattice misorien-

tation was observed, and the dislocation configuration is fairly

uniform on the section though dislocations tend to be extended

parallel to [121】 direction. On [1乏1】 section, dislocations are

observed to lie strictly parallel to [王o1] direction whi_ch is

the intersection direction of the primary slip plane and the

foi･1 plane. From this observation, it can be seen that
･the

den-

sity of secondary dislocations is much lower than that of primary
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Fig. 2-8. Three-dimensional dislocation configura-

tion in the middle of stage I: resolved shear stress

14.5 W/tn2, shear strain 24.6完. Crystal faces:

(111), (王o1) and (121).
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dislocations in stage I.

In stage II, more COmplicated configurations are observed

since dislocations on the secondary slip systems are activated

and they interact with the dislocations of the primary system

【8】. In the beginning of stage II ( resolved shear stress 18.2

MN/m2, shear strain 38.4 %), the'foil consisted of two types of

area on the primary slip plane;tone was the area of high dislo-

cation density and the other of low dislocation density. The

average density of total dislocations is about l･2 I lO9'cm-2･

In the former area, secondary dislocations were contained wbicb

had about the same density as that of the primaLry dislocaLtions.

The configuration of dislocations in this area was characterized

by the bundle of the primary edge dislocation 7nultipoles which

血ere shorter, denser and less regular than those in stage I.

These bundles w､ere linked together by secondary dislocations and

they served as barriers to dislocation motion. Between the bun-

dles of the primary dislocation multipoles, primary dislocations

of the same slgn bowed out and arranged in groupsl each of which

consists of about ten dislocations. In the middle of stage II

(resolved shear stress 28.2 MN/m2, shear strain 53.7 %), compli1

1

cated networks are formed nearly parallel to the primary slip

plane as shown in Fig. 2-9. These networks consist of the pri-

mary di岳locations, the secondary dislocations and their reaction

products･ The total dislocation density is about l･9 Ⅹ 10'9 tm-2･

configurations
whiとh may be associated with short sessile Lomer-

Cottrell segments were often observed locally as the consequences

of incomplete intersections of the primary and the secondary dis-
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Fig. 2-9. Dislocation configuration on the primary slip plane in

the Tniddle of stage I工: resolved shear stress 28.2 W/n2, shear

strain 53.7完. The direction of primary Burgers vector is shoⅥ1

in the figure.
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locations. They are not necessarily very prominant features of

the dislocation configuration in this stage but may contribute

to work hardeni平g by forming grids of dislocations･

Figure 2-10 shows t･he three-dimensional dislocatio? config-

uration in the middle of stage II: resolved shear stress and

shear strain are the same as those of Fig. 2-9. The sections

perpendicular to the primary slip plane (111) reveal that the

dislocation density is high in sets of closely neighbouring

planes, each set of which is isolated from the next by an almost

dislocation-free zone. The crystal is七bus divided into coarse

layers approximately parallel to the primary slip plane･ The

sections, in which the primary slip plane is viewed edge on, as-

sume I)ands of black-white contrast which are as,sociated with

lattice misorientations induced by Lomer-Cottrell network reglOn

【10】. However, because black-white contrast is not so distinct,

the misorientations are not so strong a5 f.c.c. metals. Many

areas on 【iol] section contain r?gions of heavily tangled dislo-

cations and these are also distributed in layers approximately

parallel to [121】 direction.

It is noted from the above observations that the total dis-

location density on the primary slip plane increases linearly

with the strain･ Figure 2-ll shows such a relationship together

with the stress-strain curves of the specimens deformed at 1073

K and at the strain rate of 1.4 Ⅹ 10-5 s-1. Each circle repfe-

sents the experimental value averaged over twenty measurements

and the vertical line attached to each circle represents the

scatter range.of the obseTVed value. It is also found that the
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Fig. 2-10. Three-dimensional dislocation configura-

土ion in the middle of stage I工: resolved shear stress

28.2 m/m2, shear strain 53.7完. Crystal faces:

(111), (王o1) and (lラl).
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total dislocation density increases
much sharper than proportion-

al to the square of flow Stress in stage l and increases linear-

'1y with the flow stress in stage II. This relationship agrees

well with that obtained by the etch-pit studies of germanium

crystals 【11】. This figure also shows that the scatter range of

the transient stage from stage l to stage II is larger than that

of other deformation stages. That is because the dislocation

configuration in the transient stage is very inbomogeneous over

the primary slip plane･ It is supposedl therefoTel that work

hardening beglnS inhomogeneously in crystals by the intersections

of the pTlmary and the secondary dislocations.

2.4. DISCUSSION

Tbe aforementioned obseTVations show that the dislocation

configurations at various deformation stages in Czochralski

silicon crystals are very similar to those of germanium crystals

【12】 and also of copper single crystals 【13,14]. Accordingly,

it leads to a conclusion that there is a close resemblance in

the process of work hardening between silicon crystals and f.c.c.

metals in spite of the extreme difference in peierls potential.

The similarity may be rationalized by the fact that the diamond

cubic lattice is equivalent geometrically to two interpenetrating

f.c.c. lattices, so that silicon crystals have the same slip sys-

tens and dislocation geometry as f.c.c. metals 【15】 (see Section

1.2.1.).
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Some mechanisms for the hardening
effects of oxygen in sil-

icon crystals have been proposed so far. in relation of the ther-

mal slip during wafer processing; (i) precipitation hardening by

SiO2 particles 【16】, (ii) dislocation-pinning effect by isolated

oxygen atoms and/or their clusters [1,2】, (iii) dislocation-lock-

ing effect by oxygen atoms 【3】. In the present observations,

any detectable particles for the motion of dislocations could

not be found even by the high-resolution observations. There-

forel it sllOuld be the reason for higher mechanical strengths in

Czochralski crystals that grown-in and/or nucleAted dislocations

are locked by oxygen atoms by forming a Cottrell atmosphere a-

round dislocations unless the particular heat treatments are

performed.

By the wayl although the work-hardening process during plas-

tic deformation has been revealed on the basis of the observed

facts mentioned in Section 2.3., the detailed characteristics of

dislocation process in the beglnning of deformation are not iden-

tified at present. It is essential to know the mechanism of

generation and multiplication processes of dislocations for un-

derstanding the mechanical behaviour of highly perfect crystals.
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cHAPTER 3

REAL一丁IME X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

3.1. INTRODUCTION

In order to investigate the dynamic properties of disloca-

tionsl in particularl mobility and multiplication of disloca-

tions directly, various methods such as dislocation etching 【1

-3】,
in-situ electron microscopy 【4,5】 and X-ray topography [6

-9】
have been used. Among these methods, Ⅹ-ray topography is

a unlque and powerful method which enables one to observe non-

destructively the behaviour of dislocations in a bulky specimen･

However, when a conventional X-ray source is used, a long

exposure is usually needed to record the diffraction image of

dislocations because of the weakness of the X-ray intensity.

Therefore, to measure the dislocation velocity, for instance,

observations of stationary dislocations before and after the

application of a stress pulse of a fixed time-interval have

been made so far.

■By using a recently developed 90 kW-class ultra high inten-

sity X-ray generator or So且 (Synchrotron Orbital Radiation) unit

as an X-ray source and by using a TV imaging system 【8] as a
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detector, it is now possible to obseTVe On a monitor TV screen

the image of dislocations moving under an applied stress and to

record them continuously on a video tape. For studying the dis-

location process of deformation in crystalline materials by real

-time
X-ray toppgraphy, a high-temperature deformation- apparatus

for use with X-ray topographic goniometeT has been newly deveト

ope且.

The･ following functions are at least required for the de-

formation apparatus for real-timle X-ray topographic observations

: (i) the apparatus can be set on a topographic goniometer stage

and a large area of the specimen■ for ipstance■ 45 mm in diame-

†

ter (in the present
･apparatus)

;an be studied, (ii) a load-dis-

placement Curve Can be recorded in parallel with recordi71g Of

images of moving dislocations, (ii･i) the specimen can be

stretched smoothly alo中g a Si中gle axis with a glVen constant

strain rate, (iv) studies can be made in any environmental gas

atmosphere or in vacuumat any desired temperature below 1273 K

(in the present case), (Ⅴ) the Bragg condition ■sbould be kept

or, if necessary, adjusted during deformation.

The purpose of the experimental study described in this

chapter is to construct the high-temperature deformation appa-

ratus which satisfies the aforementioned requirements. In the

followi中g, the deslgnand the functional features of the appa-

●

TatuS are described in some detail･ A TV-VTR system is employed

to record continuously the dynamical phenomena occurring in a

bulk crystal.
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3. 2. HIGローTEMpERATURE DEFORMATION APPARATUS FOR DYNAMIC

OBSERVATION

3.2.1. Detailed Deslgn Of Deformation Apparatus

FiguTeS 3-1 (a) and (b) show the whole view and a scbemaト

ic illustration of the high-tenpcrature deformation apparatus,

respectively. This apparatus is composed of three parts: (i)

the part for heating the specime.n, (ii) the part for straining

the specimen in an environmental gas or vacuum and (iii) the

part for■measuring the applied load and elongation of the spec-

1men･ All the parts of the apparatus are made of stainless

steel except the tension.grlpS Which are made of lnconel･ Any

temperature up tO 1273 Ⅹ can be obtained with an alumina Ting

furnace in which Ni-Cr wire of 0.4 mm in diameter is wounded

along the alumina ring. This furnace is set close to the spec-

imen but does not interfere with incident and reflected X-ray

beams. After mounting the specimen, both 貞ides of the alumina

ring furnace facing the X-ray windows are covered with thin

nickel foil for heat shielding. The temperature of the specimen

is measured by a pt-ptRh thermocouple located close to one end

of the specimen and can be kept constant with accuracy Of土1 Ⅹ･

The water-cooled specimen chamber has two beryllium windows of

4S mm in diameter to pass through incident and reflected X-ray

beams and is evacuated to about 2 Ⅹ 10-3 pa or filled with any
′

e.nvironmental gas.

The straining mechanism is in principle similar to that of
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an lnstron-type tensile macbineI SO that the apparatus is of a

hard type. The motion of the pull rod is activated by rotating

the micrometer.screw, which is driven by a synchronous motor (

1 - 6 r.p.m.) through the worm gear. A load-displacement curve

is recorded onanⅩ-Y recorder in parallel with tensil占defor-

mation･ For this purpose two sets of strain gaugesI S･G･1 and

S･G･2, are used. In this case, one set of strain gauges (S.G.1)

is glued`on a stainless steel ring attached to the upper rod of

the apparatus and it serves as a load cell. On loading∫ the

ring is deformed elastically to an amount corresponding to the

force applied to the specimen･ An example of. a calibration

curve of the load cell is reproduced in Fig. 3-2･ With this

load cell, measurements of load from o.5 N to 80 N are possible

and the liniarity is exceedingly good･ In the practical meas-

urement, the output voltage is inFreaSed byーOne hundred times

with the use of a strain ampli~fier. The other set of strain

gauges (S･G･2) is glued on a thin plate of Cu-Be alloy attached

to the apparatus. As the lower pull rod moves downward, the

plate is bend elastically to an amount corresponding to the dis-

placement of the pull rod (that is, the elongation of the spec-

imen)I The calibration curve of the displacement of the pull

rod is similar to that for the load cell･ The output signals

from two sets of strain gauges (S.G.1 and S.G.2) are fed into

anX-Y recorder to record a load-displacement curve automatical-

1y･ Therefore一, deformation stages (stage I, ⅠI and III) of

crystal being deformed can be e早sily identified along a load-

displacement curve.
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For adjusting the Bragg condition, the rotation of the

specimen about an axis perpendicular to the crystal surface

and also the rotation about an axis parallel to an intersection

of the crystal surface and the reflection plane, can be made

after setting this deformation apparatus On the topographic

goniometeT Stage Which enables 8-rotation. This apparatus has

the following functional features; the maximum beating tempera-

ture: 12･73 K, the maximum applied load: 80 N, the deformation

speed range: 1.7 Ⅹ 10-2 to 1.0 Ⅹ 10-1 mm/min.

Figures 3-3 (a) and (b) show the whole view and a schemat-

ic illustration of the high-tempeTatuTe deformation apparatus

of modified type, respectively. The outer wall of this vacuum

chamber is shaped as thin as possible so as to reduce the weight

of the apparatus. In this case, the motion of the pu･11 rod is

performed through the crossheads which slide along the guide

rods with ball bushings. As a result, the glide motion of cross-

beads becomes extremely smooth and no bending of the specimen

occurs during tensile deformation. Axial alignment becomes

much easier than the former. The depth of the vacuunchamber,

i.e., the distance between the two berylium windows was made

thin enoughto get better resolution. On th･e one hand, siice

the wall thickness of the apparatus was made thinner, the in中er

volume of the apparatus became wider SO aS tO make specimen-ex-

cha?ge easier･ As regard the resistant wire, instead of using

Ni-Cr wire, kantal wire was used, so that the maximuh usable

temperature became 1373 R. The. straining mechanism and the

method of measuring a load-displacement curve are the same as
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Fig, 3-3･ Whole view (a)and schematic illustration (b) of

high-temperature deformation apparatus of modified type.



those of the aforementioned apparatus (Fig. 5-1).

3.2.2. Tensile Specimens

The specimens used were prepared from dislocation-free

silicon single crystals grown both by the Czochralski technique

with a growth direction alo中g [100] and by the floating-zone

techniqu'e with a growth direction along 【111]. The concentra-

tion of dissolved oxygen atoms in the Czocbralski crystal (p-

type, 4.3 ohn･cm) was about 1.5 I 1018 cn-3, accordi?g
to the

infra-red absorption measurements, while that in the floaトzone

crystal (n-type, 1.5 Ⅹ 103 ohm･cm) was lower than the detectable

limit･ Tensile specimens having二Shoulders at the both ends

were prepared with~ the procedure illustratedl in Fig. .3-4, by

using a muユti-wire Saw. At first, a block, for example, 10 Ⅹ

3
10 Ⅹ Z5 孤 with a desired orien'tation was cut from an ingot of

silicon crystal and then the parallel specimen part of a fixed

gauge length was血ade by皿eanS Of wire Cutting as shown in Fig.

5-4. Finally, the block wa畠 cut into slices of about 1 mm

′

thick- with the aid of a multi-wire saw. In this case, the

=T･二二｢･華10mm

Fig. 3-4. Schematic illustration of the procedure for preparing

tensile. speclnens having shoulders at the both end8.
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tensile axis was parallel to 【1王o】and the surface orientation

parallel to (112). Each specimen was mechanically polished with

a mixtu.re of water and alumina powders of 800 mesh, followed by

chemical polishing usipg an etchant of 1 part HF and 5 parts

HNO3 (by volume) to the depth of 100 pm below each surfaceuntil

surface da･n?ges we･re renoIVed･ The final polish was made care-

fully to get smooth surface by stirring the solution･ The spec-

imen thus obtained had a gauge length of about 15 mml a Width of

about 4 mm and a tbicknes5 0f 0.7 - 0.8 m.

For application of a uniaxial tensile load, the specimen

was held by the tension. grips Of'the deformation apparatus> as

shown in Fig. 3-5. On applying a tensile load, the stress was

distributed hom?geneously throyghthe. ga甲ge length･ There are

two activat･ed slip
LPlanes.

(ill)..and (lil), in this orientation

of specimen and four slip systems, 【0王1】/(ill), 【101】/(ill),

【王o1】/(lil) and 【011】/(lil), had;the maximum Schmid factor.

Fig. 3-5. Schetnatic illustration

of tension grips With a 8PeCinen

attached to them.
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3.3. TV IMAGING SYSTEM

A block diagram Of the TV imaglng System is shown in Fig.
●

3-6. The TV system consists of a TV camera unit with a PbO

vidicon tube (Hamamatsu T.Ⅴ., N-603), video amplifier, camera

control unit and TV monitor Operating as a normal closed-circuit

TV system･ TV frame speed is a stand?rd one, i･e･, 30 frame/s･

By orientating the crystal so as to satisfy the Bragg condition

for the ､slightly divergent X-ray incident beam, two images due

to the diffracted Kαl and Kα2 beams, each with a width of 1 mm,

are received by the vidicon tube. These two rectangular reglOnS

of the crystal are imaged simultaneously with a magnification

of about 20 times on the monitor TV screen. Such images are

called ''direct-view image'' [10]. To image larger areas.. of the

crystal, the v.ideo slgnals due to the Kα1 image is selected by

the electric slit unit and stored in the image storage unit

while the carriage is moved for about 10 s. The position of the

electric slit is moved in synchronization with the carriage mo-

tion. The initial position, slit width and traversing speed

are adjusted during viewing the topographic images on the moni-

tor TV scTeen･ A もang traverse topograph over an area 9 Ⅹ 12

mm2 in the crystal is displayed on the monitor TV screen after

each scan. Such images are, her9after, referred to as ‖symthe-

sized image‖ 【10]. The direct viewing is made for Kα1 and Kα2

radiations while the synthesized images are obtained only with

Xα1 image of 1 mm width.

For the dynamic observation of dislocation processes at
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for X-ray topography.
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elevated temperature under controlled stress, the aforementioned

high-temperature deformation apparatus (Fig. 3-1, Fig･ 3-3) was

combined with an X-Tar diffraction topographic system which con-

sisted of a 90 kW-class ultra high intensity X-ray generator (

Rigaku, RU-1500), a large topographic goniometer and a TV imag-

ing system (Fig. 3-6). The generator with a Ag rotating target

was operated at 50 kV, 1200 mA and a bias voltage of 1000 V and

Ag Xα1 r■adiation was used for the topography･ The effective

2
size of the focus was 1.0 Ⅹ 1.0 mm

,
so that geometrical resolu-

tion was 3 ♪m in the horizontal direction and 25 ♪m in the ver-

tical di上ection. The experimental arrangement is shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 3-7. Either symmetric 220 reflection or 111 re-

flection of X-rays waLS employed for real-time observations･ The

dynamic phenomena occurring in bulk crystals were cわntinuously
f.

observed on the screen of monitor TV and video images were re-

cor°ed by a video tape recorder (VTR) in parallel with observa-

tion. The resolution of the TV system was lower than the geo-

metrical one; the resolution of the TV camera is of the order

of 20 ♪m. Therefore, to reveal the details of dislocation con-

figurations and also to determine the BuTgeTS Vector Of dislo-

cations by the invisibility criterion [11】, the images were

also recorded intermittently on Ilford-･L4 nuclear research plate.
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Monitor TV

Fig. 3-7. Scetnatic diagram of real-tine X-ray

topography arrangenen.t for high-temperature

experiment in transmission geometry.
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cHÅPTER 4

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF

FRICT10N FORCE

ACTING ON D暮SLOCAT10NS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Silicon crystal is a typlCal crystalline material in which

the Peierls-Nabarro barrier for dislocation motion is extremely

large becauselOf the covalent bonding [1]. In such a crystal,

thermal fluctuations a主s､ist the applied stress in letting a dis-

location past the barrier. It has been shown by X-ray topogra-

phy that the mobility of dislocations in silicon crystals is

much lower than thoseーin other types of crystals and that the

dislocation velocity is sensitive to the temperature but rather

insensitive to the stress 【2-7】. Tbe dislocation velocity v in

silicon crystals is expressed approximately with an equation:

Ⅴ-B｡ Tm eXp (-E/kT) (4.1)

where} T is the applied shear stress, T the temperatureand k the

Bolt之nann COnSta･nt. According
･to the in-situ X-ray topographic

observations 【7,8】, the magnitudes of E estimated are Z.1土0･1
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ev for screw dislocation and Z.2土0.15 eV for 60odislocation,

and the magnitude of m is l･1土0･1 for both types of disloca-

tions. It has been also disclosed that dislocations in float-

zone crystals move at velocities given by Eq. (4.1) under ap-

pl.ied stresses above 1.5 MN/m2 [7,8]. The dislocation behav-

iours the,re are those under external stress.

It isknown that expanded dislocation half-loops shrinkdur-

ing annealing at elevated temperatures [9-11】 and that the driv-

i?g forces of this process are image forces and line tension･

It is also expected that dislocations inside the crystals can

move under the elastic interaction forces between dislocations

at fairly high temperatures> overcoming the Peierls-Nabarro bar-

1

rler. The5e movements Of dislocations under the elastic inter-

action forces are the unlque One-Which takes place at much low-

er stress level than in the previous dislocation-velocity meas-

urements. Because of this dislocation motion, the shape of dis-

1ocation half-loops is considered to change gradually with in-

creasipg annealing temperature so as to balance the interaction

force between dislocations with the friction force acting on

these dislocations.

Tbe purpose Of the experimental study described in this

chapter is to investigate the motion of individual dislocations

in silicon crystals during annealing by meaLnS Of in-situ I-ray

topographic obseTVations. From the changes in dislocation con-

figurations at elevated temperatures, the friction forces act-

ipg on respective dislocation segments are estimated as a fun'c-

tion of annealing temperature.
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4. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Specimen Preparation

Specimens were prepared from dislocation-free silicon crys-

tals (n-type, 1.3 I 103
ohm･cm) grown by the floating-zone tech-

nique･ Shoulder-type specimens were prepared by means of wire-

cutting, in the same manner as described in Section 3.2･2.
(

These specimens had a gayge lepgth of 15皿ml a Width of 4mmand

a thickness Of 1 mm; tensile axis parallel to 【1王o】and surface

orientation parallel to (112). Each specimen was mechanically

polished
rand then the surface dam?ged layers were removed by

chamical polishing; the final thickness of specimens was O･7 -

0.8 mm.

Introduction.of Isolated Dislocation Hal.f-Loops

The p･referential nucleation sites for dislocations were in-

troduced intentionally by scratchi平g the (112) surface with a

diamond needle, the line direction of which is perpendicular to

the 'direction of the trace of (lil) planes. The scratched spec-

imens Were held at lO23 K under the applied stress of about 2.5

MN/m2 for 10 min, so that many dislocation half-loops were nu-

cleated at the scTatCb. At this stage, however,･ the density of

dislocations in the vicinity of the scratch was too high forthe

individual dislocations to be resolved on X-ray topograpb.

Therefore, t･he scratch was polished off after cooling by cbemi-

Gal polishing to reduce the dislocation density. The specimens,

having isolated dislocation half-loops, were again loaded at
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1073 K under an applied stress between l･0 - 4･O MN/m2 and held

for 10 mュn under each stress to permit the isolated dislocation

half-loops to expand to such an extent that they can bere501ved

by X-ray topography.

In-Situ X-Ray Top?graphic Observations

TIle motion of isolated dislocation half-loops during anneal-

i?g at elevated temepratures was observed in-situ using the spec-

imen he･ati?g apparatus [12] described in Section 3･2, installed

on a high-power X-ray diffractiontopographic system･ The speci-

mens were annealed stepwise between l173 K and 1273 K in vacuum',

they were annealed for 30 min at each temperature･ Ag Xα1 radi-

ation was used for the topography under the operating condition

of 50 kV and 1200 mA and symmetric 111 reflection was employed･

The motion of dislocations was observed continuously on amonitor

TV; to TeVeal the details of dislocation configurations, the

l

images were also recorded intermittently叩Ilford-L4 nuclear

re5earCb plates･ The exposure time for a traverse topograph

was about l皿in.

4.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESロLTS

4.3.1. Generation of lsolated Dislocation Half-Loops

Large isolated dislocation･ half-loops were introduced by

tensile deformation from the scratch made on the surface, as
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shown in Fig. 4-1. Figures 4-2 (a)and (b) show the topographs

taken at room temperature on the specimen stressed up to 3.6

MN/m2 for 10 min at 1075 K. The dislocation half-loops consist

of four Straight s?gments lying al叩g theく110> directions and

the maximum loop diameter is about 2 mm in this case. Contrast

experiment and trace analysis showed that dislocations generated

from the scratch moistly belopg. to either the 【Oi1】/(ill) slip

system oi the [10王】/(lil) slip system. From the dislocationcon-

figurations∫ tbe process for this multiplication is identified

to be the Frank-Read mechanism with a single pole [13]. The

multiplication was usually observed to take place in thevicinity

of the intersection point of the two dislocations moving on non-

parallel slip planes. For the observation of the motion of iso-

lated dislocations which are not disturbed by other dislocationsI

･bere.afterタ
t･he analysis of annealing effects was performed on

t･he dislocations near- which the multiplication did not take

place.

4･3･2･ Motion of, Isolated I)islocations duringAnnealing

The specimensl in which isolated dislocation loops were in-

troduced at 1073 K, were?gain heated to a temperature between

1173 Ⅹ and 1273 Ⅹ and the changes in dislocation configurations

duripg an･nealing were observed continuously, as shown in Fig.

4-3･ Figure 4-3 (a) is the topograph taken at room temperature

b･efore heating･ As was found in Fig･ 4-2事1arge dislocation

loops■ which assume a half-hexagonal sbapeI Were Observed･ The
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Fig. 4-i. Generation of dislocation half-loops from the scratch

during tensile defomation at 1073 K･ Topographs were taken at

the applied stresses of 2.0脚/m2 (a), 2･5 W/m2 (b), 2･8 W/m2

(c), 3.2 HN/n2 (d)and 3.6 MN/m2 (e) after holing for 10 min at

each stress: 111 reflection.
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Fig･ 412･ Large isolated dislocation half-loops expanded

from亡he scratch by亡enSile deformation a亡1073 K･ Topo-

graphs were亡aken at room temperature after亡be applied

stress was increased up to 3.6 m/m2and then holding

there for 10 min: (a)王王1 reflection, (b)至20 reflection.
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Fig･ 4-3･ Evolution of dislocation configurations during

annealing･ (a) is the topograph taken at room temperature

before heatingb The specimen was held at 1173 K for 30 min

(b), at 1223K for 30min (c), and then at 1273 K for 10

mュn (d), 20 min (e) and 30 min (f): 11王reflection.
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specimen was heated to 1173 R at a heating rate of about 100

K/min and held at that temperature for 50 min (b), and then at

1223 Ⅹ for additional 30 min (c). The specimen was subsequently

hea-t･ed up to 1273 K and held there for 10 nin (d), 20 min (e)

and 30 min (f).

It canbe seen from these topographs that initiallystraight

dislocation segmentsI Which were strictly parallel to theく110>

di･rection, turned into slightly curved ones. The shape of the

loops after annealing is half-elliptical with the long axis par-

allel to the Burgers vector, i.e. the screw direction,and the

radius
･of

curvature of the edge segments Re was always smaller

than that
-of

the screw s?gments Rs･ Thisand other noticeable

features in dislocation movements during annealing are summa-

rized as follows;

(i) Repulsive interaction between parallel screw dislocations

with the same SIgn Can be seen at A･ As a result, the distance

･between
two dislocations became longer at higher annealing ten-

･perature.
`フ

し

(ii) Displacement in position of the portion corresponding to

one of the vertexes of a hexagonal loop can be seen at ち; the
-

portion is referred to as the dislocation bend 【14】 in the foト

lowipg･ That is to say, the sharp dislocation bend turned into

the'gradua.lly curved bend.

(iii) Movement of dislocations which are intersected with sur-

fa･ce canbe seen at C and D> where the 60.segment terminated at

the su,rface at the point A and the screw s?gment at ち since the

portion corresponding to the vertex of a hexagonal loop bad
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slipped out of the crystal during tensile deformaLtion･ Both the

60oand the screw segments energlng at the surface moved gradual-

ly during annealing and eventually they were intersected with

the surface peTpendiculaTly.

(iv) Attract.i.ve.reaction between dislocations on non-parallel

slip planes can.be.5,een at E, and this.reation leads to tbefor-

mation of L~omer dislocations.

4.3.3. Estimation of Friction Force as a Function of Temperature

As was ob･ser.Ted in Fig. 4-3,I isolated dislocations movedur-

ipg annealing at. elevated
･temperatures

under the influences of

t.he elastic interaction force between dislocations and of the

im早ge force near the surface. However, the friction force act-

i?g on dislocations p･r･events the afo.rementioned notion of dislo-

cations, and consequently也e dislocation s?gments assume an

equilibri■um'position at each temperature SO aS tO balan.ce the

friction. fo.でce with the interaction force between dislocations

and the in?ge force･ Accordingly, it is possible to estimate

the friction forte from the configurational changes of disloca-

tions duri?gannealing･

In this section, the friction forces are determined as a

function of annealip･g temperature by analyzipg (i) the repulsive

interaction. for･ce七et▲ween parallel screw dislocations with the

sane s.ign and (ii) the interaction forces caused by the other

segments.of the same dislocation half-loop (di岳location bend).
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Estimation of Friction Force from Repulsive Interaction between

parallel Dislocations with the Same Sign

Figures 4-4 (a),(b) and (c) show the topographs of the spec-

imen wbi七b wa5 annealed 5tepWise at 1173 Ⅹ for 30 min (a), at

1223 Ⅹ foT 30 min (ち) and at lZ73 Ⅹ for 10 min (c),respectively･

It can be seen. that the repulsive interaction between two paral-

leュ screw dislocations was realized with inc士easing annealing

temperature, as indicated by the white arrows. Figure4-4 (d) is

aL SChe'mlatic illustration of Fig. 4-4 (c). From the trace analy-

sis as shown by dotted line, it is found that the distance be-

tween the two slip planesナ On Which the two dislocation half-

1oops liel is extremely small since the surface traces Of two

half-loops almost coincide with each other. When two parallel

screw dislocations with the sa-me slgn are On the same slipplane,

t･be repuls.ive interaction force between these dislocations per

unit length is glVen by
●

F/L=ub2/2¶Ad (4.2)

whe■re Ad is the distance between the two screw dislocations on

the saJne Slip plane, b the Burgers vector of the screw disloca-

tion, L the le?gth of the dislocation and u the shear modulus･

By measuripg the distance Ad at each temperature, the repulsive

interaction for.Ce between the two screw dislocations are estimat-

ed■ from叫. (.4-2) as a function of annealing temperature. Aト

though the two screw dislocations repel each other due to this

interaction force, however, the- friction force acts so as to

prevent this repulsi.ve motion of dislocations. In a state of
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Fig･ 4-4･ Repulsive interaction between parallel screw dislo-

cations at elevated temperatures･ Topographs of the specimen

annealed stepwise at 1173 K for 30 min (a), at 1223 K for 30

min (b) and at 1273 K for 10 min (c): lil- reflection. Each set

of white arrows indicates the distance △d between two disloca一

亡lons｡旦: Burgers vector. Schematic illustration of (c) is

sboⅥ- in (d); the dotted line represents the surface trace.
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equilibTation at each annealing temperatuTe事 the repulsive inter-

action force between two screw dislocations is balanced with the

friction force acting on each of them. Here, it should be no-

ticed that near o.ne of the surfaces the dislocation may get the

effects of im?.ge. force wit･h the increase in the distanc? Ad･

This can be seen at A in Fig. 4-3 (e) and (f), where the two

screw dislocations unusually repelled each other with time at

1275 Ⅹ. ■such being the case, the measurement of the distance

Ad at lZ73､ Ⅹ was attempted on the specimen annealed for 10 mュn

(Fig. 4-4 (c))･ The friction forces thus estimated will be

shown c･o11ectively afterwards.

Estimation of Friction Force from Configuration･al Changes of

I)islocation Ha.1f-Loop (Dislocation Bend)

F阜gures 4-5 (a),(b) and (c) Show the top?graphs taken at

l173 K (a), 1198 K (b) and 1223 K (c), respectively, each of

which was observed after holding for 30 mュn at each temperature･

In the same'manner as in Fig･ 4-3> the sharp dislocation bend

turned into t･he. gradually curved bend with the increase in an-

nealing
･temperature,

as indicated by the white arrows. Figure

4-5 (d) is a schematic illustration of Fig.14-5 (c) and it rep-

resents that the equilibrium configuration of the dislocation

bend was cha?Bed from the position drawn by a straight broken

line to that drawn by a curved solid line after this annealing.

Namely, the curvature of the bend became smaller for highertem-

peratuTe.

Here, it is very convenient to analyze the angular disloca-
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Fig･ 4-5･ Configurational change of dislocation bend during annealing･

Topographs were taken at 1173 K (a), 1198 K (b) and 1223 K (c), respect

〔ively, each of which was observed after holding for 30 min a亡each tem-

perature: 111 reflection. The white arrows indicate the dislocation

bend and b Burgers vector. Schematic illustration of (c) is shown in

(d); broken line and solid line represent the position of the disloca-

tion before and after annealing, respectively.
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tion shown in Fig. 4-6 since each dislocation segment is strict-

ly parallel to theく110> direction before annealing･ By heating

the speciJnen> the dislocation segments near the bend move to ad-

just their positions beca.use each of straight
line segments (1)

and (2) of the dislocation is un･der the influence of the inter-

action force Caused by the other s?gments of the same disloca-

tion line. In the case of the dislocation bend of angle e (;the

s?gments'(1) and (2) are in directions separated by angle e) as

in Fig･ -4-6 (a),. the interaction force per unit length on the

dislocation (1) at a distance I from the bend P is given by[14]*

?-=[bs2(
cos 8 - 1 v sin 8 cos 0

sin 0 1
-

v

.c.os.e

- 1+～ sin2e cos e

(1 -

v) sin e

2v sinZ8

1 -

v

(4.3)

where bs and be are the screw and the edge components of the

Burgers
･vector

for the dislocation segment (2), L the len豆th of

the dislocation s?gment (1) and v the Poisson ratio･ The dis-

tanceL is a le平gth from the bend P to the point Q aLt Which the

displacement of■the s?gment (1) is ended.

Whe~n the sharp dislocation bend turns into the curved one,

the segment
,(1)

is also exerted by the force F5/L which is

caused by the curved dislocation segment. In order to determine

this force, t･he curved s?gment is approximated by the straight

line segments (1),(2) and (3), as shown in Fig. 416 (b). This

* Lothe 【15] has shom that the force F2/L can be derived from simple

line-tension considerations.
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(a)

(b) トーm十
R T P

O

Flg.･ 4-6. (a) Schematic di.agram showing dislocation bend

of早ngle e･ Broken line
and solid line represent the po-

81tlon.of.the dislocation
･before

and after annealing, re-

spectiv早1y. (b) Stra.ight-line approximation of curved

dislocation s.egnent･ Stra.ight line s.egment (3) is Settled

so.as to equal12:e the both shaded areas; n三0.39E for L=m.
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straLight
line segment (3) is settled so as to equ?1ize the both

shaded areas in Fig. 4-6 (b), granting that the distance〝f is

equal to ∫. Then, instead of the distance ∫ in Eq. (4.5), the

distance A can be de-ternined to be equal to 10.59 I. As a result,

the inter`action force per unit lepgth on the dislocation (1) at

the distance A from the point S, which is exerted by the dislo-

cation 5?gment (5), is derived from the same consideration as

that for`Eq. (4.3) and given by

F5

ニーー

ー
-.

L =[b;2(

b昌2-

cos α
- 1 v sln α COS α

sln α 1 -

v

.c.o.s..α..-.
1.

,+..v.s.in.2.α.c,o.s
cI

(1
-

v) sin°

. 2
2＼) sln α

1 -

v

(4.4)

where b; and b; are the 5CreW and the edge components of the

Burgers vector for the dislocatioln segment (3) and this segment

(3) is inclined at a平gles α and β to the s?gment (1) and (2),re-

spectively. The values of α and β can be easily caluculated

geometrically.

AfteT all, the resultant interaction force per unit length

on the dislocation (1) at the distance ∫ from the bend p is the

summation
10f

both F2/L and F3/L･ Accordi?g to Eqs･ (4･5) and

(4･4), it is rec?gnized tbat叫ese forces are infinite at the

dislocation七end P, that is, ∫ = O and become smaller rapidly

for the l叩ger distance. Therefore, the dislocation in the

vicinity of ･the
bend can move easily due to the large interac-

i

tion foT･Ce, Whi･1e it is very difficult for the segment far from

the
･bend

to move･ That i岳 to sayl the dislocation segment at
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the distance ∫ from the bend P does not move anymore due to the

resultant interaction force. This means that the resultant in-

teraction for.ce on the dislocation segment aLt the distance I is

now equal to the friction force acting on this segment･

The 'energy which is supplied by thermal fluctuations to

overcome

.the ,pe.ier15-Nabarro
barrier would increase in propor-

tion to t-he inc･rea･se inannealing temperature. As the disloca-

tion.bend turns into a curved one with increasing temperature,

the distan-ce I alsoihcreases together. By meaLSuring the distance

～, the friction force for both screw and 60odislocations can be

estimated at each tempera･ture using Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). Figure

4-7 shows the r･elation between the friction force acting on dis-

locations and t･he ann-ealing temperature for both screw and 60o

dislocaLtions. The friction forces estimated previously are also

included together in this figure. Each circle represents the

experimental value and the virtical line attached to eacbciTCle

represents the scatter range of the observed value. It is found

from this figure that the friction force decreases exponentially

as t･be annealing temperature is inc･reased.

4.4. DISCUSSION

4.4.1. Annea･1ing Effects on the Motion of Isolated Dislocations

On the basis of the observations mentioned in Section 4.3.,

two effects on t.be motion of individual dislocations can be ex-
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Fig. 4-7. Friction force acting on screw and 60odisloca-

lions as afunction of annealing temperature. Friction

force8′ are
･determlned

by e8tlnatlng interaction forces be-

tween dislocations from
･the analysises of (1) repulsive

lnterAction betweetl Parallel screw dislocations withthe

same s.ignand (il) configurational chaLnge8 0f di8locatlon

bend.
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pected during annealing; one is due to the elastic interaction

forces between dislocations and the other due to the image force

in the vicinity of t･he surface. Due to the interaction forces,

the'■disIJOCati･on･ 1･oop of half-hex?gonal sha･pe before heating

changesL to･- that.of ha.1･f-elliptic shape with the阜ncreaLSe in an-

nealing temperaturel aS Observed in Figs. 4-4and 4-5･ In these

observations■ tbe specimen was annealed for 30 min at each tem-

per`ature●and也en a traverse top?graph was taken at the same tem-

peratu･re ･to reveal t･he change in dislocation configurations; at

1273 K∫ ho･w･ever‥the measurement was attempted on the specimen

annealed for 10 min･ The displacements of dislocations during

exposure we･re A?gligible in most cases. Accordingly, the annea1-

i?g time settled in the annealing experiments is considered to

be sufficient to reach the equilibrium configurations of dislo-

cations at each temperature･

It haLs been shown that from thel changes in dislocation con-

figuTationsタ the friction force acting on dislocations can be

･determined
by estimating the interaction forces between disloca-

tions. In Section 4.3.3., the friction force has been estimated

as a function of temperature by the two procedures; one is based

on tbe■ repulsュ-ve interaction between parallel dislocations with

the same
sign (Fig. 4-4) and the other the configurational

chapge
,of

the dislocation bend (Fig. 4-5). Althoughthesemeas-

uTementS ba-ve
･b･een

performed independently■ tbe magnitudes of

the friction for･ces acting on screw dislocations coincide well

with 'ea･ch other at each temperaturel aS Shown in Fig. 4-7. The

friction. forces determined from the repulsive interaction are
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expected to be more accurate on the m?gnitudes of friction force

since the- procedure is very simple and direct･ On the other

hand, the differences in friction force between screw and 60odis-

1ocations are -known fr-on.the neasurements based on the configu-

rationa1
,chang.es1.Of

dislocation bend. Still, one can recognize

that disl.ocations in silicon crystals are movable under the low-

er stTeSS･ th'an･ expected in spite of the extremely large Peierls-

Nabarro barrier at low temperatures･

4.4.2. Analysis of the Temperature I)ependence of Friction Force

From Fig. 4-7, it is realized that the observations of dis-

location motion in this case have.b.een carried out in much low-

er stress range, i.e. the order of magnitude lO12 MN/m2, than

that clove.Ted by the conventional measuTementS Of dislocation

velocity･ The in-situ X-ray top?graphic observations have sug-

gested~ that is･olat･ed dislocations move under fairly low stress

and this movement follows the velocity equation glVen in Eq.
●

(4.1). Now, Eq. (4.1) is used for analyzing the observedresults･

It is conside･red to be reasonable to conduct the analysis here

by taking m ≡ 1 sin･ce the value of m in Eq. (4.1) is almost e-

qual to a unity for both screw and 60odislocations･ FurtbermoTel

the di･slocation
･density

observed in Section 4.3.2･ is extremely

low, so

･that
one-dislocation approximation can be employed in

the followi?g･

Namely, the mean velocity ･i of mobile dislocations is glVen

by
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寸=B｡ Teff eXP (-E/ kT) (4.5)

where Teff is the effective stress･ It is noted that tbefric-

tion st.Tess estimated in Section 4.3.5. corresponds to this ef-

I

fective
･st･TeSS.

T.he maxim1皿dislocation velocity in this case

is considered to be obtained from the segment near the disloca-

tion
-bend.

This.1Velocity was measured in Fig. 4-5 to be l･8 I

10-61cm/岳in aver早geand almost constant at any temperature ex-

amined, but it
･dec･reased

with annealing time as the dislocation

･s?gment
appTOaC･bed its equilibrium position. Whereas, the ve-

locity of t･he s?gment far from the bend would
･be

much lowertban

tha七of t一九e s?gment near the bend and may be approximately the

same at･ e-ach temperature.

Accordinglyl it is natural to consider that as●for the seg-

me･nt near
･the

point whe･re the dislocation displacement is ended,

the一血earL Veloci.ty寸is constant at each annealing temperature

and the following relation is derived from Eq. (4.5).

1n T
= (E / kT) + C｡

Co-- 1n v
- 1n Bo

(4.6)

where･ T is t.he friction stress.given in Fig･ 4-7･ It can be

found from this relation that the temperature dependence of the

friction force. y･ields the activation energy E for dislocation

motion. The activation energy is the slope of the curve shown

in Fig.･ 4-7, which glVeS 2.4 eV for screw dislocation and 2.2eV

for 60.dis.location. It should.be noticed that these values of

activation ener,gy have been evaluated from theanalysis in the
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extremely low stress rapge where the dislocation-velocity meas-

urements are almost impossible. Nevertheless, they are in good

年g.reenent with t･he activation eneTgleS determined in the velocity
●

measurem'ents by in-situ
-I-ray top9graPhy. [7,8].
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CHAPTER 5

GENERATION PROCESS OF DISLOCAT10NS

AT OXIDE PRECIPITATES

5.1. INTRODUCTION

It is well rec?gniヱed in CヱOCbralski silicon crystals that

the n?gnitudes of the upper yield stress and of the yield drop

ar.e reduced by heat treatment at temperatures around 1273 K [1-

3】.
･Such

a cbarac･teristic of the deformation behaviour i5 Sup-

po･sed to arise from the preclpitation of supersaturated oxygen

atoms in Czrochralski crysta･1s during heat treatment because var-

i･ous `types of lattice defects are introduced in connection with

this p-recipitation 【4】. T.be5e preClpitate5 are determined as

silicon o立i.de
by various kinds of a,nalytical techniques 【4,5].

It is.･generally known that an extremely large shear stress can

be concentra･ted
･at

the interface between a large precipitate

_and
the matrix crystal to nucleate dislocations during cooling

after
･heat

t･Te･atment 【6,7】. In practice, dislocation loops are

ge･nerat.ed un･der internal Stress around preclpitates during beat

tre･atment by t･be mechanism of prismatic punching 【4,8-11]. In

this case> when the concentration of dissolved oxygen a･toms
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in the matrix is reduced by the preclpitation, the crystal be-

comes soft because of the increase of dislocation nucleation and

of the reduced dislocation locking effect by oxygen atoms [12ト

It has been also suggested from a theoretical analysis of the

yield behaviour that dislocations punched out from the preclpl-

tates are the most important dislocation sources responsible for

the precipitation softening 【3】. Sucb being the case, the lower-

ing of the
_yield

stress Observed in the macroscoplC deformation

is possibly due to the increased generation and multiplication

of dislocations at oxide precipitates. It should be ascertained,

therefore, what dislocation processes actually take place in

heat-treated crystals, through which the macroscoplC deformation

behaviour can be strikingly affected.

In order to clarify the role of oxide preclpitates for the

deformation behaviour of beaトtreated crystals, it is essential

to observe dynamically the generation and multiplication process-

es of dislocations at large oxide preclpitates during high-ten-

perature deformation. In the experimental study described in

this chapter, the deformation behaviour of preclpitate-contain-

ing 5ilicon crystals is investigated by means of real-time X-ray

topographic observations. The roles of oxide preclpitates of

various sizes are also discussed in relation to the macroscoplC

deformation behaviour.

5. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
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Specimens were prepared from dislocation-free silicon crys-

tal? (p-type, 4･3 ohm･cm). grown by the Czochralski technique

with a growth direction along 【100】. The concentration of oxy-

gen atoms was about l･5 I 1018 cm-3 and that of carbon atoms was

about 5.0 Ⅹ 1016 cm-3, according to the infra-red absorption

measurements. In order to introduce thermally-induced micro-

defects such as oxide precipitates, specimens with (111) surface

were at first subjected
to an isothermal annealing at lO75 Ⅹ,

/

1273 Rand 1473 K, respectively, for 20 - 60 h in nitr?gen ambi-

ent and then cooled slowly.

Shoulder-type tensile specimens were prepared from the same

ingots used above by means of wire cutting followed by mechani-

cal and chemical polishing, in the same manner as described in

Section 3.2.2.; the tensile axis was parallel to 【1王o】and the

Surface orientation parallel to (112), and the gauge dimensions

were 15 Ⅹ 4 Ⅹ 0.8 mm3. They were also subjected to an isother-

mal annealing at 1473 Ⅹ for 50 h in nitrogen ambient and the

surface layers of specimens were removed by chemical polishing

after the beat treatments.

In-situ deformation experiments were performed with the aid

of the high-temperature deformation apparatus 【13】described in

Section 5.2., being set on a goniometer stage. For the applica-

tion of the Lang technique, Ag Xα1 radiation was used under the

operating condition of 50 kV and 1200 mA and symmetric 220 re-

flectioh of X-ray was employed for dynamic observation. The

dislocation processes were continuously observed on a monitor TV

and the video images were recorded in parallel with the observa-
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tion by a VTR. To reveal the details of dislocation configura-

tions developed during high-temperature deformation, the speci-

mens were also examined photographically, using llford-L4 nucle-

ar research plates.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.3.1. o‡ide preclpitates PTOduced by Heat Treatment

By means of the heat treatment of Czochralski crystals,

large preclpitates were observed to be produced at room tempera-

ture, the strain field of which could be detected by X-ray topog-

rapby. precipitates were easily found since they exhibit a con-

trast characterized by lobe p･atterns independent of diffraction

condition [14]. Figure 5-1 shows the distribution of precipi-

tates in the specimens which were
subjected

to the isothermal

annealing for 60 h at lO73 K (a), 1273 Ⅹ (b) and 1473 K (c), re-

spectively. The formation.of precIPitates was realized at any

temperature examined in this experiment. It is seen that the

density of oxide preclpitates becomes higher for lower annealing

temperature. and their size becomes larger for higher annealing

tempeTatuTe.

FiguTe 5-2 shows the density of theTmally-induced microde-

fects as a function of the annealing time. TbTee Specimens were

annealed at a different temperature, i.e., 1073 K, 1273 K or

1473 Ⅹ, and at each temperature annealing was made for 20 b, 40
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Fig. 5-1･ Distributlon of nicrodefects (mostly oxide

precipitates) produced by isothennal annealing for

60h at lO73K (a), 1273K (b), 1473K (c):亨20re-

flectlon.
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h and 60 h. Each specimen was then served for observation at

room temperature after each annealing treatment･ Each circle

represents the experimental value averaged over six measurements

and the vertical line attached to each circle represents the

scatter range of the observed value. Microdefects observed in

this case seemed to be mostly oxide precipitates･ It is noted

that the density of microdefects increases expOnentially with

annealing time at any tempeTature･eXamined･ This fact is prob-

ably due to the growth of each preclpitate by prolonged anneaレ

ing 【10】, so that the.density of microdefects, which could be

determined by I-ray topography, ihcreased with the annealing

time. It may be said in this cormection that aL number of ex-

tremely fine pTeClpitates which could not be resolved clearly

seemed to be nucleated in a striated distribution especially in

the earliest stage of preclpitation.

From the above observations, it is considered that the crys-

tals annealed at high temperature for long time are suitable for

X-ray topographic obseTVation since each pTeClpitate can be iden-

tified clearly. For the dymamical observations of dislocation

generation at oxide preclpitates, therefore, tensile specimens

used in this experiment were Subjected to the isothermal anneal-

ing at 1473 K for 50 h before deformation.

●

5.3.2. Dislocation Generation at Oxide Preclpitates

In order to observe the generation of dislocations at oxide

preclpitates, beaトtreated specimens were deformed in tension
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along [ilO] direction at 975 K. Figures 5-3 (a) and (b) are the

topographs of the specimen containing ox-i°e preclpitates before

and after the application of stress of 4.9 MN/m2, respectively'

and Fig. 5-3 (c) is the enlarged photograph of the~area surround-

ed by the square in Fig. 5-5 (b). Even under the stress slgnif-

icantly lower than the macroscoplC yield stressナ dislocations

were observed to be always generated and propagated at the sites

where relatively large precipitates (A, ち, C and D) existed be-

fore deformation. The generation of dislocations was also ob-

served at other sites of the specimen (for example, E and F)

where finre precIPitates existed. It is seen from Fig. 5-3 (c)

that these dislocations usually belong to one of the slip systems

with the maximum Schmid factor. Dislocation half loops oTlgl-

nated at the large precipitate (B) were propagated on some slip

planes but those originated at the small one (≡) on only one

slip plane･ The projected direction of Burgers Vector Of dislo-

cations orlglnated at the site indicated by E is also shown in

Fig. 5-3 (c). A dislocation shear loop on a slip plane inter-

secting such a preclpitate, usually assume.a a half hexagonal

shape in spite of a r叩ghly circular Shape in ductile metals 【7ト

In such a manner, the plastic flow already proceeded preferen-

tially at oxide preclpitates before the propagation of disloca-

tions orlglnated at the specimen-holding positions although dis-

locations were also generated near the specimen end as seen at

the right top corner of Fig. 5-3 (b).

Tbe generation and propagation process of dislocations was

observed continuously and recorded with a TV-VTR system during
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Fig. 5-3. Topographs of the specimen containing oxide

precipitates (A -

F) before (a)and after (b) the appli-

cation of stress of 4.9 W/n2: 1111 reflection. The

specimen annealed at 1473 K for 50 h was defomed in

tension along [I10] at 973 K. An enlargement of the

area surrounded by the square in (b) 1s shown in (c).
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the deformation. The pictures shown in Fig. 5-4 are synthesized

TV images. In parallel with the increase in stress at lO75 Ⅹ,

the sites (A, B and C) where oxide precipitates existed here con-

centrated in stress (a), and dislocations began to generate and

propagate at these sites when the applied stress was increased

up to 10.8 MN/m2 (b); the resolved shear stress On the 【0王1】/

(ill) shear system is 4.4 MN/m2` The specimen was, thereafter,

observed-under the constant applied stress and the pictures (b)

to (也) were reproduced from a VTR at intervals of･ about 45 s.

The stress required to generate and propagate dislocations seem-

ed to become higher with decreasing
preclpitate size. Especially

from the site indicated by C, a group of dislocation half loops

were わbserved to generate and move slowly and
･smootbly

under the

constant stress, the proコeCted direction of the BuTgeTS VeCtOT

of which is also shown in (c). These dislocations moved on the

(ill) slip plane with increase in time, assuming a half hexago-

nal shape with straight arms which are parallel to theく110> di-

rection. Also after that part of dislocation corrsponding to

one of the vertexes of a hexagonal loop slipped out of the crys-

tal (e), each segment of dislocations moved independently with

the same velocities as before and propagated on the slip plane

maintaining a rectilinear figure.

Dislocation loops orlglnated, at an oxide precipitate always

moved in group under stress, aLnd the motion of leading disloca-

tions seemed to be not disturbed by other dislocations. The

distance moved by this group of dislocations increased appTOXi-

mately linearly as a function of time under load, as shown in
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Fig･ 5-4･ Generation and propagation process of dislocat-ions at

oxide precipitates (A -

D) under the applied stress of 10.8 MN/m2.

The specimen annealed at 1473 K for 50 h was deformed in tension

along [1王o] (TAA･) at 1073 K^ Each figure is a synthesized TV

image and (b)亡o (h) a亡intervals of about 45 s恥
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Fig. 5-5. This distance is the length of a perpendicular from

the precipitate (C in Fig. 5-4) to each dislocation segment and

the load time is the duration for which the specimen was beld

under the resolved shear stress of 4.4 MN/m2 on the･(ill) slip

plane. Both the screw and 60.segments of dislocation moved with

the constant velocities and the velocity of dislocations at 1073

Ⅹ is the slope of the curve, which gives 1.2 Ⅹ 10-4 cm/s for 60｡

dislocation and 9.5 Ⅹ 10-5 cm/s
for screw dislocation.
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In order to reveal the dislocation configuration in the

deformed crystal, the topograph was taken at room temperature

after removing the stress. Figure 5-6 sbows that most disloca-

tions belonged to the slip systems with the maximunSchmid fac-

tor, and the points indicated by A, B, C and D in the figure cor-

respond to those in Fig･ 5-4･ Dislocations orlglnated at the

site indicated by A disappeared ∵under this condition of diffrac-

tion (王王i reflection) and only the slip trace was observed as

a stripe with black contrast. Even at stress level much lower

than the macroscoplC yield stress, dislocations were generated

at oxide preclpitates scattered through the specimen and propa-

gated on the slip planes without the transfer of dislocations

from one slip plane onto another in the inclpiebt deformation.

5.4. DISCロSSION

From the view point of crystal plasticity, two roles of

oxide preclpitates are considered in the deformation process;

(i) obstacles to the motion of dislocations, (ii) active sites

for initiating the plastic flow. It is natural to think that

the former is effective in eliminating wafer warpage and the lat-

ter is not. On the basils of the observations mentioned in Sec-

tion ら.3.2., however, the plastic flow always initiated at the

large oxide preclpitates under stress slgnificantly lower than

the macroscoplC yield stress. In this case, dislocation sources

wbicb bring about preclpitation softening may be punched-out
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Fig. 5-6. Topograpb showing dislocation configu-

ration in the specimen defomed along 【1王o】(T.A.)

at 1073 K: 111 reflection. The point indicated

by A - D correspond to those in f-ig. 5-4.
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dislocations around oxide preclpitates, as was suggested from

a theoretical analysis of the yield behaviour 【3】.

It is generally known that silicon crystals show a marked

yield drop phenomenon by means of the propagation of Luders bands

【2,15,16トin the macroscopic deformation. Liiders bands usually

start from the specimen-holding positions and the strain distrト

bution is very inhomogeneous in'the early stage of deformation.

It has been also confirmed by weak-beam electron microscopy that

no oxide precipitates are'revealed in deformed Czochralski crys-

tals which are not subjected
to heat treatment [16】 (see Fig. 2-

7 in Chapter 2). The deformation behaviour, in this case, is

not infl-uenced. by the preclpitation of oxygen atoms. However,

the magnitude of the upper yield stress is reduced after anneaレ

ing Czochralski crystals at temperatures around 1273 Ⅹ [ト5】.

Luders strain is also absent and slip lines are not discernible,

implying that slip is occurring on an extremely fine scale 【2】.

The observations mentioned in Section 5.2. seem to support these

facts exactly. Dislocations have been observed to generate pref-

erentially at oxide preclpitates and propagate on the slip planes

by loading slightly･ The stress to cause the local plastic flow

seems to become higher with decreasing preclpitate size･ That

is why more dislocations are punched out to release the increased

misfit strain associated with the precIPitation as the precIPl-

tates grow in size･ It is therefore envisaged that the plastic

flow would be increasingly caused even around small preclpitates

in company with the increase in the applied stress･ In view of

the fact that vast amounts of oxide preclpitates are distr'ibuted
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at random in beaトtreated crystals, it is considered that the

macroscopIC deformation takes place homogeneously all over the

specimen.

On the other handl it is supposed that oxide pTeClpitates

produced by the heat treatment may act as obstacles to the mo-

tion of dislocations as in precipitation hardening [17ト Sucb

a case was also observed and the pュnning points for a disloca-

tion are●indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5-7 (a). In this case,

since the TeglOnS near the specimen-holding positions w?Te COn-

centrated in stress inbomogeneously, dislocations which did not

belong to the primary system were generated at the specimen ends

and propagated on the slip planes parallel to the tensile axis,

as shown in Fig. 5-7. One of these dislocation･s bulged from the

deformed reglOn near the specimen-holding position to the unde-

formed reglOn and was pュnned by oxide preclpitates as indicated

by the arrows. In such a manner, oxide preclpitates scattered

around the crystal inherently possess the ability to act as ob-

stacles to dislocation motion. If it is the case, an increase

in flow stress would be expected during deformation. However,

the lowering of the yield stress has been usually observed in

practice in macroscoplC deformation. That is explained as foト

lows. As schematically shown in Fig. 5-8, dislocations are gen-

erated at many oxide precipitates (open circle) and propagated

under stress. Especially, dislocations orlglnated at the large

preclpitates are propagated on some slip planes which intersect

with the pTeClpitates. Dislocations moving on a slip plane may

accidentally come across the sm?ll precipitate (full circle)
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Fig. 5-7. Topographs (a), (b) of cross section of the specimen de-

formed along [110] at 1093 K:亘20 reflection and schematic illustra-

【ion (c) showing dislocation generation on the slip plane parallel to

the tensile axis. Tbe plnnlng points for the dislocation are indi-
●

cated by the arrows in (a).
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process in precipitate-containing crystals. DIsloca-
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cles) but some dislocations are pinned by small pre-

clpltates (full circles).

around which plastic flow has not yet been caused under this

applied stress. Although some dislocations are pュnned by pre-

clpitates in this way and cannot move further, most dislocations

on other slip planes still propagate by means of shear stress

acting ton these slip planes.

Here, which role precipitates play is likely dependent on

the size of precipitates [18], in other words, either the pre-

clpitates act as active sites for initiating plastic flow or they
●

act as obstacles to dislocation motion. It is generally observed

that the generation and propagation of dislocations hardly takes

place at relatively small preclpitates because a higher stress

is required to cause the plastic flow at small pTeClpitates.
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In the much higher stress level during ordinary macroscoplC de-

formation, however, it is proposed that plastic flow takes place

around most oxide preclpitates produced by the beat treatment

and the probability of pュnning of dislocations is not high enough

to cause preclpitation hardening. This situation is considered

to be reflected in the macroscoplC deformation that the heat

treatment reduces the magnitudes of the yield stress and of the

yield drbp.
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cHAPTER 6

NOTCH EFECT IN tNITIAT10N OF FRACTURE

6.1. INTRODロCTION

In the plastic deformation of dislocation-free silicon

crystals, dislocations are usually generated at first in stress

-concentrated TeglOnS near the specimen-holding positions. How-

ever, when the crystal contains surface steps and/or oxide pre-

clpitates, in particular, at the side surface of the specimen,

deformation proceeds by means of the propagation of plastic

zones originated from such sites 【1ト Tbe development of these

plastic zones can be realized only at high temperatures since

silicon crystals are extremely brittle at lower temperatures

because of the high Peierls-Nabarro barrier 【2ト Investigation

of the deformation of this type of､ cry_stals may provide useful

information on the fracture mechanism of metals as well as that

of ceramics. From this point of view, Weissmann et al. [3,4]

revealed the importance Of microplasticity in the fracture of

silicon crystals and determined the elastic and plastic strain

distribution in deformed crystals. In order to clarify the

fracture mechanism, it is also important to investigate the
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process of generation and multiplication of dislocations at the

beginning of deformation because plastic deformation precedes

the propagation of crack 【5].

The purpose of the experimental Study described in this

chapter is to carry out the reaトtime X-ray topographic observa-

tion,of the deformation behaviour of notched silicon crystals

as a function of applied stress and to discuss the TOle of dis-

location generation in crack propagation.

6. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sboulder-type tensile specimens were prepared in the same

manner as described in Section 3.2.2. from dislocation-free

silicon crystals. grown by the Czochralski technique; the tensile

axis was parallel to 【1王o】and the surface orientation parallel

to (llZ), and the gauge dimensions were 15 Ⅹ 4 Ⅹ 0.8m3. AU-

shaped notch was introduced into the specimen by wire-cutting,

and the surface damage caused by cutting was completely removed

by mechanical and chemical polishing. In-situ deformation ex-
ノ

N.世

periments were performed with the aid of the high-temperature

deformation apparatus 【1】described in Section 5.2., being set

on a goniometer stage. The deformation temperature set up in

this study was 973 - 1023 K which is a little aLbove the notch-

brittle transition temperature of about 920 K [5]., and the

applied stress was in the range from 1.0 to 25.0 =N/m2 in nomi-

nal stress. Symmetric 220 reflection using Ag Xα1 radiation
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was employed for dynamic observation and the X-ray topographic

images observed on a甲Onitor
TV were recorded by a VTR･ To re-

tveal the details of dislocation configurations in the vicinity

of the notch tipl the deformed crystals were also examined by

transmission electTOn皿icroscopy using a high voltage electron

microscope (Hitacbi, HU-1000D) operate､d at 1000 kV.

6.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANI) I)ISCUSSION

The 'propagation of plastic zone orlglnating at the notch

tip was observed continuously duri平g tensile deformation･ The

pictures shown in Fig. 6-1 are synthesized TV images at stress

levels of (a) 0, (ち) 1.0, (c) 14.7, (d) 20.6, (e) 24.5, (f)

22.5 MN/m2; the deformation was interrupted at stress level (e)

and the stress was relaxed at level (f). The crystal was dis-

torted elastically around the notch tip simultaneously with

loading (b), and a contrast characterized by lobe patterns ap-

pearedl aS expected from the theory of the dynamical diffraction

of distorted crystals 【6ト This elastically-distorted reglOn

increased in size with deformation (c), and at a stLress level

of about ZO MN/m2 dislocations were generated at the notch tip

(d). Besides the black area around the notch tip, groomy areas

scattered over the specimen surface were also observed in the

stress-applied state･ These are due to elastic strain associated

with the surface roughness caused by chemical polishing･ The

stress of 20 MN/m2 is the elastic-pla畠tic transition stress
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Fig･ 6-1･ Propagation of plastic zone orlglnating at the notch tip

(N)I The specimen was deformed along [王10】at 973 K. Syn亡besized

TV images at stress levels of (a) 0, (b) 1.0, (c) 14.7, (a) 20.6,

(e) 24.5, (f) 22.5 MN/m2:亘20 reflection.
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determined experimentally at 973 Ⅹ. Below this transition

stress, the strain contrast which appears around the notch dur-

ing deformation can be eliminated entirely by unloading. Once

dislocations were generated, the plastic zone propagated in

front of the notch without the increase in the applied stress

(f).

Tbe plastic zone and residual elastic strain distribution

around the notch could be seenまfter removing the stress at

room temperature･ Figures 6-2 (a) to (a) show the strai?
dis-

tribution in the specimen deformed in Fig. 6-1 after removal of

150 ♪m of the surface layers. Tbey are conventional traverse

topographs showing the same area of the specimenI Obtained with

various reflections indicated in the figures. The size of the

elastically distorted region Was hardly changed'by the change

in the specimen thickness･ These top?graphs, however, become

very different for different reflection vectors. Apart from the

image detail, it is realized by reversing the reflection vector

as shown in fig. 6-2 (a) and (b) that the image due to the strain

around the notch is developed symmetrically about the central

axis of the notch, which is perpendicular to the tensile axis.

From direct observation by HVEM, it has been suggested that when

dislocations generated from the crack tip propagate into the

reglOn Where the stress concentration is no longer strongl they

are stopped and form cell walls by mutual interaction 【5】. That

is why the re.glOn Of dislocation generation is restricted to the
■

notch tip and its vicinity. In spite of this, the elastic

strain contrast associated with the plastic zone also appears on
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Fig. 6-2. Strain distribution around the notch (N) of the spec-

imen defomed ln f'1g. 6-1 after removal of surface layers of 130

リm. Conventional traverse topographs obtained with 220 reflec-

tion (a), 221o reflection (b), lil reflection (c) and 224- reflec-

lion (d). Schematic illustration (e) shows the operation of

bending moment (M) and generation of dislocations on the slip

plane parallel to the tensile axis (T.A.).
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the other edge of the specimen, away from the notch, as seen in

Fig. 6-2 (d). It can be said that there is a long-range strain

'field due to the constraining influence of the plastic zone･

On the otbeT hand, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 6-Z (a), dis-

locations are observed to generate on the slip planes parallel

to the tensile axis although these dislocations belong to a slip

system whose Scbmid factor is zero. It is considered as shown

schematically in Fig. 6-2 (e) that the bending moment, indicated

by M, about the axis perpendicular to the specimen surface oper-

ates at the notch tip as a consequence of the activity of two

slip systems with the maximum Schmid factor. Even if the Schmid

factor is zero, therefore, the dislocations can be generated on

these slip planes through shearing caused by tb,e operation of

the bending moment at the notch tip. Consequently, it is tbougbt

that the resultant bending moment acts as if it cleaved the spec-

imen, as indicated by the heavy arrows.

The development of plastic deformation from the notch was

not always observed in company with tensile deformation. In the

same manner as the deformation behaviour of unnotcbed specimen,

dislocations were often generated and multiplied at the specimen

ends near the specimen-holding positions already at the stress

level below the elastic-plastic transition stress because of the

complicated stress concentration. Moreover, in specimens con-

taining preferred sites for dislocation generation at or near

the surface, these sites became activated during deformation･

The notch sensitivity is, in this casel lowered because the gen-

eration and multiplication of dislocations proceeds increasingly
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with deformation at preferred sites other than the notch. An

example of such a case is shown in Fig. 6-3, which shows synthe-

sized TV images at stress levels of (a) 0, (b) 2.9, (c) 5.9, (d)

8.8, (e) ll.8 =N/m2 and 〔f) was observed after unloading. The

site indicated by A in (b) was activated in company with loading

and this plastic zone propagated into the undeformed reglOn Of

the specimen in proportion to the increase in the stress. A

contrast●cbaracterized by lobe patterns also appeared at the

notch tip (ち) and increased in size with loading (c). The elas-

tically distorted reglOn around the notch, however, decreased in

size with the advance of the plastic zone orlglnating from the

side surface opposite to that containing the notch; the notch

sensitivity was lowered because of the reductio血of the effect

of stress concentration. The observation after unloading (f)

confirmed that neither elastically nor plastically distorted

reglOn Was formed around the notch.

On the other hand, the deformation behaviour of the speci-

men containing a mechanically damaged notch exhibited a striking

contrast to that of the specimen containing a strain-free notcb･

This is because a damaged notch is considered to contain aL V?St

number of surface steps with strain. Figures_6-4 (a) to (d) are

synthesized TV images showing the deformation process associated

with the damaged notch. First, the specimen was subjected
to

1.0 MN/m2 at lOZ3 冗 and observed after the removal of surface

damage (a). It was subsequently held under 2･9 MN/m2 at 1023 K

(b), and for 10 mュn under the same stress (c), for 20 mュn (d).

Simultaneously with loading, dislocations were generated at the
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Fig. 6-3. Propagation of plastic zone originating at the strain
●

center (A). The specimen was deformed along 【王10]at 973 K, but

the notch tip (N) was not deformed plastically. Synthesized TV

images at stress levels of (a) 0, (b) 2.9, (c) 5.9, (d) 8.8, (e)

11･8 m/n2and (f) was observed afterunloading; 2亘o reflection.
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Fig･ 6-4･ I)efornation behaviour of the specimen contairling the

mechanically damaged notch (N)A The specimen was held along

[I10] at 1023 K under l･O MN/m2 (a) and under 2･9 MN/m2 (b) to

(d). Each figure is a synthesized TV image and (b) to (d) at

intervals.f 10 min: 2-20 reflection. At the top of (d), an en-

largement of the area surrounded by the square which was taken

after unloading ls illustrated.
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damaged notch tip by means of the activation of multiple slip

systems (a). The generation and multiplication of dislocations

was, thereafter, to take place easily over the extensive area

across the specimen by loading slightly (c). Dislocations were

also observed to generate and move on the slip planes parallel

to the tensile axis as indicated by the arrows. It was found

after unloading that the area assuming black contrast ahead of

the notch was, for the most part, deformed plastically and many

dislocations were observe,a to generate as shown at the top of

Fig. 6-4 (d) by enlarging the area surrounded by the square.

The detai■1s of dislocation configuration in the vicinity of the

notch tip were revealed by transmission electron microscopy af-

ter the deformation shown in Fig. 6-4. The di亨1ocation configu-

ration was very similar to that of the crystal deformed to the

lower yield point [7] (see Fig. 2-6 in Chapter 2), as shown in

Fig. 6-5. There are two activated slip planes, (ill) and (lil),

in this orientation of the specimen. Long curved primary dislo-

cations (about ten microns in length) were more predominant and

the dipole
and/oT multipole configuration was also revealed.

Dislocations with two different Burgers vectors are usually pre-

sent; 【oil] and [io王】, and the dislocation density is, in this

caseナabout 6･7 Ⅹ 106 cm-2･ As seen along the dotted lines in

the figure, dislocations were observed with sharp changes of

their directions as a result of the formation of Lomer disloca-

tions. They are thought to be produced by the intersection of

dislocations gliding on the (lli) slip planes parallel to the

tensile axis since these dislocation interactions can be expected
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Fig. 6-5. Electron nicrograph showing dislocation configura-

tlon in the vicinity of notch tip of the deformed specimen in

Fig. 6-4: 220 reflection. Two different projected Burgers

vectors (旦) are also shom: 【0王1]and [101】.
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to occur in the vicinity of the notch.

From the above observations, it is considered that the crack

propagation is induced by the release of excess strain energy

accumulated as a long-range elastic strain accompanied by entan-

gled dislocations in the plastic zone near the notch tip. In

this case, unless other pTeferTed sites for dislocation genera-

tion become activated during deformation, the operation of the

bending-ねoment at the notch tip seems to play, as expected, an

important role As the driving force of crack propagation･
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cHAPTER 7

CYCLIC DEFORMATtON AND

blSLOCATJON CONFIGURATIONS

7.1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that silicon crystals behave like metals during

tensile deformation at elevated temperatures, exhibiting stress-

strain curve consisting of three deformation stages, which are

anal?gous to thit of f.c.c. metals [1-3]. In addition, the pre-

sent investigation has revealed by the electron microscope ob-

servations that the dislocation configurations at
:various

defor-

mation stages in silicon crystals are Very Similar to those of

copper single crystals 【3】(see Chapter 2). Such being the case,

it may be expected that there is a close resemblance in thework-

bardening
､process

betveen silicon crystals and f.c.c. metals in

spite of the extreme difference in Peierls-Nabarro ba･rrier主.

In contrast to a unidirectional deformation such as tension

oT COmpTeSSion, the cyclic deformation behaviour of semiconduc-

tor crystals has not yet been thoroughly investigated. One ex-

ception is the cyclic deformation carried out by reversed canti-

lever bending･【4】, which■has found that increased cycling of
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germanium crystals results in the formation of a regular cell

structure which finally COnSumeS the bundled dislocation struc-

ture. The difficulties in carrylng Out the push-pull type cy-

clic.a.eformation of semiconductor crystals like germanium and

silicon a-Te COnSidered to arise from the Tlgid gTlp System for

pus･h-pull since silicon crystals are extremely brittle･ Never-

the･1ess> it is ho･ped that the fundamental research on cyclic de-

foTmatio血of silicon crystals will provide some slgnificant in-

formation on the fatigue hardening process which should be cha-

racteristic of highly perfect crystal? with large Peierls-

Nabarro barriers.

Now, real-time X-ray top9graPhy 【5-9] has shown that dis-

locations in silicon crystals move and multiply at elevated tem-

peratures un.der stresses which are much lower than the yield

stress･ Accordingly, there is a possibility that the multipli-

cation of dislocations takes place during cyclic deformation

even within the macroscopIC elastic limit in stress-strain curve

and that the dislocation configurations characteristic of fa-

tigue cycling may be established in advanced stage of cyclic de-

formation.

In the experimental study described in this chapter, the

stress-strain characteristics in cyclic deformation of silicon

crystals a･Te at first investigated by using a high-temperature

fatigue apparatus which has been newly constructed for the pres-

ent fatigue･ experiments･ In order to verify whether or not the

fatig･ue hardening takes place during cyclic deformation in the

elastic reglOn, Silicon crystals have been stressed cyclically
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in tension and in compression at the stress level within the

macroscoplC elastic limit･ Observations of microstructures are

made intensively on the early stages of fatigue hardening to

identify dislocation processes characteristic of fatigue cycling･

In order to clarify the differences and also the similarities

in dislocation co.nfiguration between tensile deformation and

cyclic deformation事 the obtained results have been comparedwitb

those observed during tensile deformation.

7. Z. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

7.2.1. High-Temperature Fatigue Tests

Specimens for Fatigue Test

S.pecimen5 Were prepared from silicon crystals (n-type, 100

- 500

･ohm･cm).
grown by the floating-zone technique･ The density

of groⅥ1-in dislocations was determined by etch pit as about 2

Ⅹ 104 cm-2･ specimens of desired geometry and shape suitable

for fatigue test we･Te prepared by means of ultrasonic cutting,

as illustrated in Fig･ 7-1･ The sizes were about 4 I 4 mm2 in

cross section and 8 mm in,ga甲ge length. The deformation axis

and the side surface were parallel to 【i23】 and (lil), respec-

tively･ They were mechanically polisbedl followed by chemical

polishing.

High-Temperature Fatigue Apparatus
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Fig. 7-i. Schematic illustration of the procedure

for preparing fatigue specimen bavlng sboulder8 a亡

the both ends by means of ultrasonic cutting. Ge-

ome亡ry and shape of specimen are also shown; tensile

axis parallel亡o 【王23】and side surface parallel to

く1王1).
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High-temperature fatigue tests were carried out by using

the newly developed high-temperature fatigue apparatusl aS Shown

schematically in Fig. 7-2, which was attached to an lnstron-type

testi?g machine (Shimadzu, I)SS-2000 Autograph) ･

Tbe'pull rods inside the vacuum chamber are Separated to

two parts; the outer rod is cylindrical and the inner rod is of

pisto'n-type, both made of heat-resistant alloys (M-200). After

setting a s･pecimen to the. grlPS∫ the positions of the grlPS are

adjusted by movi?g the crosshead. Then the shoulder parts of

the speciJnen are. gripped tightly at a desired elevated tempera-

ture by squeezipg compressed gas so as to push the inner rods･

After that■ t･he inner rods are tightened through the clamps･

The ab.o.ve procedures are performed so as not
､to

put any load to

t-九el specimen. Duripg tensile cycles, the specimen is held a-

gainst pulling by the. grlpS Which are the ends of the outerpull

rod5･ The s･peci皿en ･is
loaded through the inner pull Tod during

compressive cyc･1es. The extensions can be measured and controll-

ed by a li･near-variable-differential (LVD) transformer extenso-

me･ter which is connected to the flexible bellows of the apparat-

uS.

The 仰ate-∫-cooled specimen chamber is either evacuated to

about 5 Ⅹ 10-5 pa oT filled with a desired inert-gas atmospbere･

The
･heater岳`are

made of molybdenumplates which are cut in a

meander shape. Temperatufe of the specimen is measured with an

alumel-cbromel thermocouple positioned near the specimen and

kept constant with accuracy of土1 K by a P.Ⅰ.D. temperature

regurator. Tbe maximum specimen temperature attained is about
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Fig. 7-2. Schematic illustration of high-temperature

fatigue apparatus for Instron-type testing tnachine･
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1273 Ⅹ.

Fatigue Tests

By usip･g the.aforementioned apparaLtuS, fatigue tests can

be
･performed

in push-pull in a rlgid grlp System. All tests

were conducted in vacuum at lO73 Ⅹ and at a shear-strain rate

between 8･9 Ⅹ 10-5 5-1 and 8.9 Ⅹ 10-4 s-1. upon termination of

the test; specimens Were COOled rapidly without removing load

so as to. -freeze in tlle dislocation configurations. Surfaces of

the deformed crystals Were examined by Nomarsky contrast tech-

nlque using an optical microscopeナ dnd slip-band distributions

were obse.rved on the (S41) free surfaces of.the specimens.

7.2.2. Electron Microscope Observations

Electron microscope observations were made on･ the specimens

cy･clical.1y･ loaded
･at

a constant stress amplitude of i 16 MN/m2

(: resoユ.ved shear stress)
for 530 and 1000 cycles at 1073 Ⅹ.

Slices for electron microscope observations of about 0.4 mmtbick

were obtained from the central parts of the gauge length of the

deformed specimens using a muユti-wire saw. The procedures for

thinnipg these slices were the same as those described in Sec-

tion Z.2.2. Dislocation configurations in each specimen were

ob･served by an HVEM being operated at an accelating voltage of

1000 kV. The dislocation densities were measured on the photo-

graph by counting dislocation intersections with a seri-es of

random circles 【10].
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7.5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

7.3.1. Cyclic Deformation Characteristics

The specimens We.re Stressed cyclically in tension and in

compression at 1073 Ⅹ at也e s･heaT-Strain rate of 8.9 Ⅹ 10-5s-1.

Figure 7-3 s･hows the st･ressIStrain curves, in which the loading

direction was cha?Bed five tines', in all cases, the initial load-

i?g was in t･he tensile direction. The plastic shear strain im-

posed in each cyc･1e was estimated to be about 5 %. It is found

that the lm?gnitudes
of stress drop after the upper yield point

decreased drastically as the loading direction was reversed in

the course of deformation and that the yield drop desappeared

completely after the second tension-compression cycling. The

slope.of the
･curve

after yielding, i.e., the work-hardening rate

8, is always constant in the respective loading direction during
､

the course of deformation･ The
values of ehl (〟: Shear modulus)

is 5･6 I 10-4 for tensile cycle and 6.6 I 10-4 for compressive

cycle.

Bo･th the yield stress and the final muximum stress in each

cyc.1e are plotted in Fig. 7-4 as a function of the cumulative

shear strain; they tentatively correspond to cyclic hardening

curve.

.Af･ter
hardeni平g rapidly in the small strain reglOn, both

●

the yield･ st･ress and the maximum stress in tensile cycle in-

crease linearly with the increase in cumulative strain. Although

the yield st･ress and the muximum stress also increase linearly

in comp･ressive cyclel there is a gap in stress between them
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Fig. 7-3. Stress-strain curves at 1073 K at the

strain-rate of 8.9 x 10-5 -1 in which the loadingら

direction was changed five times; the initial load-

ing was in.the tensile direction. The plastic

Shear strain imposed in eachk cycle is about 5冨.
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when compared at the same cumulative strain; this stress gap is

about 1.6 MN/n2. Nevertheless, the slope of the both curves in

compressive cycle is approximately the same.

Cyclic
･deformation

was also performed in the stress range

much lower than the macroscoplC yield stress. All specimens

were cyclically stressed at the shear-strain rate of 8･9Ⅹ 10-4

s-1 by first imposing a tensile stress 16 MN/m2 (: resolved

shear stfess) and then an equal compressive stress, which corre-

sponds to a stress level of about one-seventh of the upper yield

stress in compressive deformation at 1073 K. Figure 7-5 repre-

sen七s a typlCal example of cyclic stress
-

time curve under the

condition.of constant stress amplitude. In such a way, the spec-
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Typical example of cyclic stress-time curve at 1073 K

at the strain rate 8.9 x 10-4 s-1under constant stress amplitude

of ± 16淵/n2 (wave shape due to conti-ous stress cycling)･ The

ntnber of cycles is indicated in the figure.
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imens were cyclically deformed for 50I 530 and 1000 cycles･ The

development of slip-band distribution with the number of cycles

is shown in Fig. 7-6. After 50 cycles (a), the most area of the

gaylge le平gth is covered with a number of fine sl_ip bands which

b･el'o?i to either the primary or the secondary slip system･ With

inc･reasipg number of cycles (b), however, the slip bands of the

primary syslem七ecome to a-evelop still more although faint slip

bands of the secondary systems are sometimes seen. It is ob-

served in the l印g run (c) tb･at long straight sl~ip bands oftbe

pTimaTy SyS･tem develop over the entire area on the surface and

tha二t macroscoplC inhomogeneities in the slip-band distribution

are scarcely observed.

7.3.2. Dislocation Co.nfigurations Induced by Cyclic DeformaLtion

Figure 7-7 shows the dislocation configuration after 330

cycles on the primary slip plane (111). At this stage, boththe

dislocation configuration and the density of dislocations seem

to be apparently similar to those found, especially at the low-

er yield point, in the tensile deformation. The average densi-

ty of dislocations is, in this case, 1.0 I 108 cn-2･ The domi-

nant fe且.tures a･re long dislocation dipoles (about 10 microns in

leTlg･th) which have been formed by the mutual trapping over a

portion of their length during cyclic deformation･ These dipoles

tend to be oriented along the 【1云1】direction, which is perpen-

dicular to the direction of the primary Burgers vector 【王o1】.

Alth.ougb the dipole configuration is also revealed in the early
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Fig. 7-6. Development of slip-band distribution with

the nⅦ血er of cycles on the top surfaces of specimens

cyclically deformed at 1073 K at the strain rate of

8.9x10-4 -i
s . Each specimen was cycled under con-

stant stress amplitude of I 16 MN/n2 for 50 cycles (a),

330 cycles (b) and 1000 cycles (c).
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上

Fig. 7-7. Dislocation configura-

tion after 330 cycles on the pri-

mary slip plane (111) 1n the spec-

imen cyclically defomed under

constant stress amplitude of + 16

脚/m2 at 1073 K. The direction

of primary Burgers vector is

shom in the figure.
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stages of tensile deformation 【3】, the density of dipoles inthe

cyclically
deformed crystal is much higher than that in the crys-

tal deformed in tension. Furthermore, elongated, closed-loop

dipoles are found to lie alopg the 【1乏1】direction. It is noted

that they are sometimes bent. Numerous dipoles, oriented along

【1王o】and 【0王1】,are Observed in faint contrast. Similar fault-

ed <110> dipoles are-also found in copper crystals deformed in

tension 【11】and in push-pull 【12ト It is known that faulted

dipoles are formed by the dissociation of a primary <110> dト

poles into two Shockley partials and two stair-rod dislocations

linked by a stacki平g fault on an inclined (111) plane 【15,14].

Very few primary screw dislocations are observed at this

stage or at any subsequent Stage Of hardening., It is supposed

that screw dislocations are mutually annihilated by cross slip

duri?g cyclic deformation･

Figure 7-J8 shows the dislocation configuration after 1000

cycles on the primary slip plane (111). Continued cyclingleads

to a development of the dislocation bundles and also to the rap-

id increase in dislocation density; the average dislocation den-

sity isl in this caseI 7･7 Ⅹ 108 cm-2･ contrast experiments

have shown that most dislocations have the primary Burgers vec-

tor'kp
-

a/2[iol】 and that the secondary dislocation density is

much lower than the primary dislocation density. The bundles

of dislocations (multipoles) are predominant at this stage and

they are oriented alo平g the [121】 direction･ The maJOrity of

dislocations within these bundles are primary edge dislocations

on parallel slip planes, which have interacted to form dipoles
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Fig･ 7-8･ Dislocation configuration after 1000 cycles on the primary

slip plane (111) in the specimen cyclically deformedunder constant

stress amplitude of ± 16脚/m2 at 1073 K･ The direction of priTnary

Burgers vector ls shown ln the figure.
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and multipoles･ Faulted <110> dipoles are also seenl but their

density appears to be less than at 330 cycles･ These primary

dipole5 and faulted dipoles within bundles have been fragmented

into much shorter lepgth for larger number of cycles･ This chop-

plpg-uP Of the lo!1g dipoles into short segments is considered

to be due to the interaction with dislocations moving on the

secondary
･slip

planes. As a result, there is the great quanti-

ty of debris in the form of many small or elongated loops. One

point to be noted here isJ tha't local variation in debris density

has been developed to some extent at this stage and dislocations

tend to be beld up at the bigb-density r?glOn･

In addition, one can discern all elementary cell structure

emeTglpg aS the dis-location bundles link up into continuous

structure. This cell-like structure is still rather irregular

and a complete cell structure, as observed in germanium crystals

【4】,has not been revealed at this stage.

Figure 7-9 shows the dislocation configuration on the cross

slip plane (lil) in the same crystal as in Fig. 7-r8･ The den-

sity of dislocations is much lower than that on the primaryslip

plane, and the bundles of dislocations are separated by reglOnS

relatively. free of dislocations･ This bundle consists Of di-

poles, faulted dipoles, miltipoles and tangled edge dislocations.

The area of bundled reglOn is veT･y Small and most dislocations

wbicb are not forming the bundle5 tend to line in a rectilinear

figure･ A unlque dipole configuration is seen at the top oftbe

figuTe･ The less activation of secondarysystemsat this stage

corresponds well with the surface observations shown in Fig･ 7-6･
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Fig･ 7-9･ Dislocation configuration after 1000 cycles

on the cross slip plane (_lil) in the same specimen as

in Fig･ 7-8･ The direction of primary Burgers vector

is shown ln the figure.
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7.4. DISCUSSION

On the basis of the present observations mentioned in Sec-

tion 7･5･■ it is concluded that the fatigue hardening of silicon

CrYStals･ takes
-place

duri?g cyclic deformation even in the elas-

tic ∫?glOn, Where the stress level of the amplitude is about

one-s-eventh of the yield stress. As a result, the dislocation

configurations cbaTaCteristic of fatigue cycling have been ob-

ser~ved, which are a little different from those found in unidi-

rectional deformation.

Now■ tbe relationship between fatigue and unidirectional

hardenipg is discussed, compared with the dislocation configura-

tions found in unidirectional deformation of silicon crystals

[3･,13,14,15] and also those of f.c.c. metals [11,12,16,17]. It

is known that strong parallels exist between low-amplitude fa-

tigueand stage I hardening, and between high-amplitude fatigue

and st?ge II hardenipg 【18]. The observaLtions of microscopIC

configurations and dislocation density indicate that the dislo-

cation morphology at 330 cycles and at 1000 cycles are relative-

ly similar to those observed at the lower yield point and intbe

Stage I■ Te5peCtivelyl in tensile deformation of silicon crys-

tals･ Edge dislocation bundles and ･dipoles
are common to both

the cyclic and unidiTeCtional mode of deformation in the early

StageSI In cyclic.defoTmation∫ bowever∫ it is very impressive

that the ma)ority of dislocations assume the dipole configura-

tion even in the initiation of cycling and that sc.rev disloca-

tions are notab.1y absent.probably due to the mutual annihilation
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by cross slip.

As the dislocation configurations in silicon crystals de-

formed in tension are Strikingly similar to those in f.c.c. meト

als [3],
,the･re

is also a closet re･semblance in fatigue hardening

pro･cess between 5ilicon crystals and f.c.c. metals, especially

in the early stages of rapid bardening･ Common observations′

wbi七b are obtained with the development of rapid hardening, are

as follo佃s;

(i) The number of dislocation bundles per unit volume increases,

(ii) The density of dislocations within the bundles increases,

(iii) Ther le平gth of [121】 dipoles in the bundles decreases sharp-

ly,

(iv) The number Ofく110> faulted dipoles decreases.

On the otムer hand, several attempts have been made to. acti-

vate dislocation motion in silicon crystals at temperatures be-

low Tm/2 (Tm: melting temperathre in Xelvin) 【19-21】. Onetech-

nl･que for the suppression of brittle behaviour is compression

by superimposing a confining pressure 【20ト In this case, how-

ever, it is necessary to deform the crystals under a hydrostatic

pressur早Of 1500 MN/m2･ By applying the technique employed in

the pre･sent study, the dislocation motion is expe乍ted to be ac-

tivated･ e･ven at temperatures below 900 Ⅹ during the stress-con-

trolled cyclic deformation. Actually, a slip band has been

fo'r･m-ed at 875 K when the specimen was subjected to a stress of

36 MN/m2 in the load-unload stress cycles in compression. This

leads to an anticIPation that cyclic deformation in the elastic

reglOn Will permit the dislocation activity at low temperatures,
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wbeTe Silicon crystals are eXtTemely brittle･
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cHAPTER 8

丁目ERMAL STRESS AND

VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOUR OF OXIDE FILMS

8.1. INTROI)UCTION

It is well known that an oxide film thermally grown at a

high
･temperature

on Silicon crystals by steam oxidation involves

internal st･ress after COOling because of the difference in ther-

mal expansion 1)etween the oxide film and tbe 5ilicon crystal.

This stress also brings lattice distortion in th占crystal below

the oxide. film. Therefore, when the oxide film is removed part1

1y from the crystal surface, a bigb strain is accomodated in the

crystal at t･he boundary between the oxidized r?glOn and the oxide

-removed r?glOn･ In this case, an enhanced X-ray diffra乍tion

contrast appears alopg the oxide boundary [1,2]･ The strain in-

troduced at the boundary is･ proportional to the force acting on

the lboundary [1]. This force a'cting on the boundary can be eval-

uated by the X-ray section top?graphy method [2'-4] and it has

been recognized that, being independent of the oxidation temper-

ature, the stress accomodated in the film i? constant [2]･

On the other hand, although the deposition of nitride film
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is widely employed in silicon device technologyタ the stress

effect of the nitride film formed on the crystal surface often

leads to the generation of dislocations in the crystal during

thermal treatment since the stress in the nitride film is scarce-

1y changed at increased temperature 【5,6ト The fact that the

stress is not changed with temperature is due to the reason that

this stress is not the thermal stress caused by the difference

in thermal expansion betwee■n the nitride film and the silicon

crystal but the inherent intrinsic stress produced during the

film deposition 【6ト Tbese dislocations are detrimental to de-

vice･propeTties. TheTefoTe, an OXide film is first formed on a

silicon crystal before the deposition of nitride film so as to

avoid the dislocation generation. It has been assumed so far

that this oxide film suppresses the dislocation generation due

to its viscoelastic behaviour at inc､reased temperatures 【7】.

However, the viscoelastic behaviour of oxide films has not yet

been well investigated systematically by experiments.

In order to clarify the viscoelastic behaviour of oxide

films on silicon crystals, it is necessary to know the change of

stress in the film accompanied with the changes of beat-treatment

temperature and beating time by observing the change of strain

contrast along the oxide boundary
and/or the change of cuTVature

of the oxidized r?glOn. In the experimental study described in

this chapter, the change of strain contrast along the oxide

boundary during thermal cycling is investigated by means of real

-time X-ray topographic observations. Being based on the obtain-

ed results, the viscoelastic behaviour of oxide films is discuss-
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ed in detail.

8. Z. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDロRES

Specimens were prepared from dislocation-free silicon crys-

tals (p-type, 8 - 12 ohm･cm) grown by the CヱOChralski technique;

the surface orientation was parallel to (001) and the thickness

was about 0.4 mm. They were Chemically polished and steam-oxi-

dized at 1273 冗. Except for the half ∫?glOn Of the crystal sur-

face, the oxide film on the other half reglOn Was removed by

chemical etching･? the boundary between the oxidized region and

the oxide-removed r?glOn Was nearly parallel to theく110> direc-

tion. Different thicknesses of oxide were obtained by changing

the time of oxidation from 10 nin to 800 min at 1275 K, and the

thickness of the film was measured by ellip50metry.

In order to observe the change of strain contrast along the

oxide boundary at elevated temperatures, the specimen heating

apparatus 【8】described in Section 5.2. was set on a goniometer

stage and in-situ thermal cycling experiments were performed in

nitrogen ambient in the temperature range from 300 K to 1275 K･

Duripg the heat treatment, specimens were held by the sp?cimen

holder made of a silicon crystal, as illustrated in Fig. 8-1, so

as not to introduce inhom?geneous strain at the specimen-holding

part.

For the application of the Lang technique, Ag Xα1 radiation

was used under the operating condition of 50 kV and 1200 mA and
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Oxide Film

Fig. 8-1･ Schematic illustration of speci-

men holder made of silicon crystal･ tlold-

ing of specimen Was performed
by hserting

it in the slit of the holder without
intro-

duclng strain during beatlng･

symmetric
220 reflection of X-ray was employed throughout the

present experiment･ The change of strain contrast along the

oxide boundary was continuously observ占d
on a monitor TV and the

synthesized TV images were simultaneously recorded
by a VTR･

The strain contrast along the boundary was also examined using

llfoTd-L4 nuclear research plates to determine the intensity

distribution across the boundary in the tTaVerSe top?graph by

using an auto-densitometer (SYNTEX･ AD-1) ･

8.･3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the case of the obseTVation using the reflection vector,

the direction of which is perpendicular
to that of the oxide

boundaTy■ the enhanced
black contrast accompanied with white

1ヰ3



contrast appeared along the oxide boundary. This is due to the

strain gradient in the crystal at the oxide boundary. By ttrav-

ersing the specimen across the oxidized region, the diffraction

image was observed to shift gradually to one direction. This

suggests that the specimen was elasti･cally warped across the

oxidized reglOn and that it becomes convex to the oxide side.

In this cas'e, the entire area of warped crystals can be observed

by
emploケing the chromatic-aberration correction (CAC) scanning

and an orientation-tuning device [9]. The curvature of the oxi-

dized reglOn Can be also estimated by using the CAC technique

and was determined by measuring the m?gnitude of shift of the

diffraction line on a TV screen, as shown in Fig. 8-2. Each

circle represents the experimental value averaged over five meas-

urements and the vertical line attached to each circle represents

the scatter range of the observed values. It is noted that the

curvature of the oxidized r?glOn increases linearly with increase

in the oxide thickness. Moreover, the enhanced diffrac･ted inten-

sity due to the strain along the oxide boundary was determined

by densitometry and the relationship is also shown in Fig. 8-Z

as a function of the oxide thickness. In thi5 CaSe, the dark-

ness measured in the traverse topograph was regarded as the dif-

fracted intensity and the normalized darkness indicates the max-

imum darkness near the oxide boundary normalized by the darkness

far from the oxide boundary. The enhanced diffTaCted intensity

from the oxide boundary was also found to be proportional to the

oxide thickness except for the very small thickness of oxide.

The change of strain contrast along the oxide boundary was
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observed continuously during thermal cycling in the temperature

range from 300 Ⅹ to 1273 Ⅹ･ The pictures shown in Fig･ 8-3 are

synthesized TV images at 300 K (a), 1125 K (b), 1173 Ⅹ (c), 1273

Ⅹ (a), 1173 Ⅹ (e), 1125 Ⅹ (f) and 500 Ⅹ (g), respectively. The

straight line with blaLCk contrast is the oxide boundaLry and in

this case the oxide film of･ 1900 nm thick remained on the righト

hand reglOn Of the boundary. Before heating, the strong black

contrast■appeared alopg the oxide boundary (a). The strain con-

trast, however, decreased with increasing temperature (b) (c),

and the contrast almost disappelared at 1273 K which is the oxi-

dation temperature (d), as indicated by the arrows. By cooling

the specimen subsequently, the strain contrast reappeared along

the.oxide boundary and increased with decreasing temperature (e)

(f). After cooling, the strong black contrast was again observed

to appear along the boundary.(g), of which intensity was about

the same as that before-beating. In this manner, the strain con-

trast du占 to the strain accomodated in the crystal at the oxide

boundary changes reversively in company with the change of ten-

peratuTe. It can be seen, for instance, from the strain contrasts

observed at l173 K that the contrast at l175 K after heating to

1275 Ⅹ (e.) was not so strong as that at 1173 Ⅹ before heating to

1273 K (e). This change of strain contrast before and after

heating is considered to be due to the viscoelastic behaviour of

the oxide film.

Tbe viscoelastic behaviour of oxide film could be observed

during the isothermal heat treatment at a temperature below the

oxidation temperature (1273 K). Figure 8-4 shows the change of
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∫

Fig･ 8-3･ Change of strain contrast along the oxide botndary dur-

ing themal cycling･ The oxide filth (Ox.) of 1900 nth thick remains

on the right-hand region of the boundary in亡hlB Case. Synthesized

TVinages at 300K (a), 1123 K (b), 1173 K (c), 1273K (d), 1173K

(e), 1123 K (f) and 300 K (g);き20 reflection.
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strain contrast alopg the boundary of the oxide of 8SO nm thick

during the heat treatmentl and the change of curvature of the

oxidized reglOn is also shown in the bottom of the figure･ They

are synthesized TV images at 773 Ⅹ (a), 1073 冗 (ち), 1Z43 Ⅹ (c),

1243ⅩforlO min (a), 1243Ⅹfor 24min (e), 1073K (f)よnd

773 K (g), respectively. The strain contrast along the oxide

boundary decreased with increasing temperature (a) (b) (c). By

maintaining the specimen at 1243 Ⅹ which is 吐lower than the oxi-

dation temperature (1273 Ⅹ), the contrast decreased still more

(a) and disappeared after maintaining for 24 mュn (e), as indi-

cated by the arrows. Tbe disappeared contrast, however, reap-

peared alongthe boundary by cooling and increased with decreas-

ing temperature (f) (g〕. On the other hand, it can be seen that

the change of curvature corresponds completely to that of strainー

contrast; the curvature decreased with decreasing contrast and

increased with increasing contrast.

The viscoelastic behavio叫r Of oxide films is supposed to be

due to the tbermally a.ctivated process since the contrast along

the oxide boundary decreased with time by the isothermal heat

treatment･ The specimens vere, then, adjusted
to a particular

temperature between lO73 Ⅹ and 1273 Ⅹ and maintained at this

temperature until the strain contrast has disappeared. Times

necessary to get the disappearance of strain contrast wefe meas-

ured at different temperatures. Figure 8-5 shows the relation

between the time and the annealing temperature for the four kinds

of oxide tbicknesses indicated in the figure (a, ち, c, a). In

this case, the time required to heat the specimen from 873 Ⅹ to
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a particular annealing temperature was within a few minutes and

the temperature of the specimen was kept constant with the accu-

racy of土2 Ⅹ. As a general tendency, it can be seen that the

viscous flow of oxide occurred in shorter time for higher ten-

perature in the case of the same thickness of oxide. In company

with the increment Of oxide thickness, boweveT, the temperature

for the viscous flow became higher and the time necessary to get

the disappearance Of contrast became longer.

On the other band, the thermal cycling experiment was per-

formed by using the specimen which was cooled slowly after main-

taining it at 1223 K until the strain contrast along the oxide

boundary (0Ⅹide thickness: 850 nm) disappeared. The pictures

shown in F阜g. 8-6 aLre Synthesized TV im早ges at 300 K (a), 1075

Ⅹ(b), 1175Ⅹ (c), 1255Ⅹ(a), 1175Ⅹ (?), 1073Ⅹ(f) and300Ⅹ

(g), respectively. The stropg black contrast appeared along the

oxide boundary before heati?g (a) and decreased with increasing

temperature (b) (c). The contrast, boweveT, almost disappeared

at 1223 Ⅹ wbeTe the viscous flow of oxide previously occurred,

and disappeared entirely at 1253 Ⅹ (a). By cooling the specimen,

the strain contrast gradually reappeared along the oxide boundary

(e) (f) (g).

8.4. DISCUSSION

On the basis of the observations mentioned in Section 8.3.,

the changes of strain contrast along the oxide boundary are con-
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sidered to be caused by the viscous flow of oxide films. AccoTd-

inglyl aS a result of the viscoelastic behaviour of oxide filmsI

●the thermal warplng Caused by oxidation is relaxed and the stress

in the film also decreases at the same time.

This viscoelastic behaviour of oxide films has been consid-

ered so far to take place in the temperature range above l173 Ⅹ

[2,10,11]. From the result shown in Fig. 8-5, however, it is

obvious that the viscous flow can occur even at lO75 Ⅹ in the

case of small thickness of oxide. MoTeOVer, Since the strain

contrast
_along

the oxide boundary has decreased with increasing

temperatu上e, it seems that the viscous flow starts upon heating

even at a tempeTatuTe relatively lower than the oxidation tem-

perature. It is expected, therefore, that the viscoelastic be-

haviour can be observed by maintaining the oxide film at lower

temperature than lO73 K althoughthe longer annealing time is

neCeSSary●

It has been recognized that the internal stress accomodated

in the oxide film is constant and independent of oxidation ten-

perature 【2】. If the orlgln Of the stress is only due to the

difference in thermal expansion between the oxide and the silicon

crystal, it is reasonably expected that the oxide film prepared

at a high temperature will show a higher stress at room temper-

ature. As mentioned in Section 8.5., however, the strain con-

trast along the oxide boundary has disappeared by maintaining

the specimen at temperatures below the oxidation temperature.

This means directly that the oxide film■ flows even below the oxi-

dation temperature although the viscosity also becomes higher
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with decreasing temperature･ Furthermore,■as seen in Fig. 8-5,

the strain contrast obse王･Ved at l173 Ⅹ after the viscous flow at

the oxidation temperatilre (1273 Ⅹ) is weaker than that obtained

at 1175 冗 before beating to the oxidation temperature. The above

result indicates that once the viscous flow of oxide occurs, the

oxide continues to flow､until the crystal is cooled down from

the oxidation temperature to a temperature where the viscosity

of oxide●becomes very bigb･ It is reasonable, therefore∫ to ex-

pect that the stresses in the films grown at different tempera-

tures are constant.

On the other handI When heating the specimen which had been

cooled down after maintaining it at a temperature below the oxi-

dation temperature until the strain contrast along the oxide

boundary had disappearedl the contrast disappeared immedately at

a temperature a little bigbeT than that of the aforementioned

Pre-treatment, aS Shown in Fig. 8-6. It seems to be as if the

oxide film remembered the temperature where the viscous flow has

occurred previously･ Herel it is supposed that the atomic ar-

rangement of oxide changes to a certain degree due to the viscous

flow at high temperatures･ This changed atomic-arrangement would

be frozen in during cooling to room temperature. In the next

beating processl the atomic arrangement in oxidel at the temper-

ature of the previous heat treatment, is already in the condi-

tion obtained after the viscous flow. It is considered, there-

foreナ that the viscous flow occurs immediately in this case and

accordingly the strain contrast also disappears immediately.
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cHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS10NS

with the recent progress of silicon devicel great attentions

have been directed to how dislocations are generated, moved and

multiplied in silicon crystals during thermal processing, since

these dislocations bring about detrimental effects on the device

performances. In order tO develop effective means for contTOl∴

ling the dislocation generation in device elementsl first ofall

it is necessary to understand basic process早S Of generationand

multiplication of dislocations in a simple stress condition such

as in tension.

Plastic deforna.tion of crystals is essentially a dynamical

phenomenon and hence dislocation processes during deformation

should
､be

investigated dynamically. Recent development of the

ultra high intensity I-ray generator has made it possible to ob-

serve dynamical phenomenaL OCCurring in bulk crystals by means

of X一丁ay topography. The new technique bas･ed on reaトtime X-ray

topography has been employed to investigate dynamically the gen-

eration and multiplication of dislocations in silicon crystals

at elevated temperatures.

☆ E3
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In Chapter 1, the historical view of the studies on the de-

formation and the behaviour of dislocations in silicon crystals

are summarized at first and the aims of the present studies are

also described. In the present studies, the mechanical behav-

iour of silicon crystals has been investigated by high-tempera-

ture tensile deformation and cyclic deformationl adopting the

electron microscope observations of deformed crystals at the

same time･ In order to obserye dynamically the dislocationproc-

esses in stressed crystals, the bigb-temperature deformation ap-

paratus has been newly constructed and combined successfully

with a reaトtime X-ray topographic system consisting of a Lang-

type goniometer and a video recording system･ By means of real-

time X-ray topographic observationsl the generation process and

the movement of dislocations in highly perfect silicon crystals

hay? been investigated under various deformation conditions.

Some of the process-induced defects which are observed practical-

ly in device technology have been also studied directly by in-

situ thermal cycling experiments.

In CbapteT 2, the characteristics of mechanical properties

of CヱOChralski silicon crystals as well as the features of dis-

location distributions in deformed crystals are described. Es-

peciallyl the dislocation configurations developed'duTing high-

temperature tensile deformation have been investigated in detail

by means of transmission electron microscopy･ The stress-strain

behaviour is characterized by (i) an extremely high upper yield

stress, (ii) a sharp stress drop after the yielding and (iii) a

heterogeneous deformation from the upper to the lower yield
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point by means of the propagation of L屯ders bands･ It is found

that both the upper and the lower yield stresses of Czocbra15ki

silicon crystals are well expressed by an equation of the follow-

ing type:

て=A｡ ;1/nexp (ロ/kT) (9.1)

in accord with the results on float-zone silicon crystal and 呈er-

manium crystal. It is also found that remarkable similarity ex-

ists in the dislocation configuratioIIS and also in thewoTk-hard-

ening process between silicon crystals and f.c.c. metals. At

the lower yield point, long curved primary dislocations of sev-

ral tens皿icrons in length are most predominant and the dipole

configuration is also revealed. The hardening mechanism of the

stage ∫ is characterized by the increase of the elastic inter-

action of primary dislocations wbicb often assume dislocation

dipoles of about 1 - 2 microns in l占ngth. In the stageII, more

complicated configurations are realized since dislocations on

the secondary slip system are activated and they interact with

dislocations of the primary system, resulting in the formation

of complicated networks. It is found that the dislocation den-

sity on the pTimaTy Slip plane increases lineaTly with the strain

during tensile deformation. Furthermore, since no oxide preclp-

itates are observed by weak-beam electron microscopy, it isprob-

able that high mechanical 5trengtb of Czochralski crystals is

related to the form早tion of a Cottrell atmosphere around dislo-

cations.

A high-temperature deformation apparatus has been newly
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developed in order to carry out real-time I-ray･topographic ob-

servations of dynamic phenomena occurring in deformj･血g bulk crys-

tals. Outline of the construction and the functional features

of this apparatus are described in Chapter 3. Continuous video

recording of dislocation processes occurring in a specimen of

about lmm thick unde'r a known applied stress at elevated tem-

peratures has become possible by combining this apparatus with

an X-ray diffraction topographic system wbicb consists of a 90

kW-class ultra high intensity X-ray generator, a もang-type top-

ographic goniometer and a TV-VTR recording system･ The deforma-

tion apparatus constructed in the present study has the follow-

ing functional-features; (i) the apparatusぐニn be set on a top-

ographic goniometer stage and large area of a specimen, e.g. 45

mm in diameter (in the present apparatus), can be studied, (ii)

a load-displacement curve can be recorded in parallel with re-

cording of images of moving dislocations, (iii) a specimen`can

be stretched smoothly along a single axis with a glVen COnStant

strain rate: the maximum applied load 80 N, the range of defor-

mation speed 1.7 Ⅹ 10-2 to 1.0 Ⅹ 10-1 孤/mュn, (iv) studies can

be made in any environmental gas atmosphere or in vacuum of a-

bout 2 Ⅹ 10-3 pa at any temperature up to 1375 K, (Ⅴ) Bragg con-

dition can be kept or, if necessary, adjusted
during deformation.

In the experimental study described in Chapter 4, the char-

acteristics of the dislocation motion in silicon crystals during

annealing have been investigated by means of in-situ X-ray top-

ographic observations in the temperature range from l175 K to

1275 K. Tbe small displacements in position of the dislocation
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segments take place to balance the friction force with the elas-

tic interaction force between dislocations, so that the disloca-

tion loop after annealing is characterized by a ha･1f-elliptic

shape. From the analysises of (i) repulsive interaction between

parallel dislocations with the same sign and of (ii) configura-

tional changes of a dislocation half-loop, the friction force

acting on dislocations can be determined at each annealing ten-

perature by estimating the interaction force between disloca-

tions. On the basis of the analysi5 0f the temperature depend-

ence of friction force, the activation energy for dislocation

motion is evaluated to be 2.4eV for SCreW dislocation
･and

2.2eV

for 60odislocation.

In the experimental study described in Cbapter 5, the de-

formation behaviour of Czocbralski Silicon crystals containing

oxide preclpitates
has been investigated by means of real-time

X-ray topographic observations. 0Ⅹide preclpitates are intro-

duced in crystals by the isothermal annealing and larger size

of preclpitates is obtained at higher annealing temperature.

The increased generation and propagation of dislocations usually

takes place preferencially at oxide preclpitates before the mac-

roscoplC yielding. Fresh dislocations thus generated moved

smoothly on the slip planes under applied stress at lO73 ⅩI as-

suming a half-hexagonal shape with straight arms which are par-

allel to theく110> direction. The Velocities ofscrewand60odis-

locations measured at lO73 Ⅹ under the resolved shear stress of

4･4 MN/m2 are 9.5 Ⅹ 10-5 cm/s and 1.2 Ⅹ 10-4 cm/s, respectively.

The generation and propagation of dislocations hardly takes place
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at relatively small preclpitates because a higher stress is re-

quired to generate dislocations at small one･ In the much high-

er stress level during ordinary macroscoplC deformation, however,

plastic flow is expected to occur around most oxide preclpitates

and the probability of pュnning of dislocations is not bigbenougb

to cause precipitation hardening. These results are closely

connected with the lowering of the yield stress observed inheaト

treated crystals.

In the experimental study described in Cbapter 6, notched

silicon crystals have been deformed in tension at elevated tem-

peratures and the inclplent microplasticity associated with the

notch has been investigated by means of real-time X-ray topo-

graphic observations. Above a stress level of about 20脚/m2

at 973 K, a plastic zone is formed around the notch tip, being

accompanied by long-range elastic strain. The generation ofdis-

locations on the slip planes parallel to the tensile axis is

caused by the operation of a bending moment induced around the

notch tip mainly by the activity of two slip systems with the

maximum Schmid factor. In this case, unless other preferred

sites for dislocation generation become activated during defor-

mation, the operation of the bending moment at the notch tip

plays an important role as the driving force of crack propaga-

tion.

In the experimerltal study described in Chapter 7, cyclic

deformation behaviour of silicon crystals has been investigated

for the first time by using a high-temperature fatigue apparatus

wbicb has been newly constructed for the present fatigue tests.
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Especially■ in order to verify whether or not the fatigue hard-

ening takes place during cyclic deformation in the elastic re-

glOn, the crystals have been stressed cyclic`ally in tension and

in compression at the stress level of about one-seventh of the

upper yield stress at 1073 K. Electron microscope observations

indicate that edge dislocation bundles and dipoles are common

to both cyclic and tensile deformation in the early stages; di-

poles ar占formed by a mutual-trapping mechanism. In cyclic de-

formation′ however, the majority of dislocations assume the di-

pole configuration even in the initiation of cyclic deformation,

and very few primary screw dislocations are observed probably

due to a mutual annihilation by cross slip. In addition, there

●

is a close resemblance in fatigue hardening process between sil-

icon crystals and f.c.c. metals. That is, the bundles contrib-

ute to rapid hardening by providing effective barriers to con-

tinued dislocation motion on the primary and secondary slip sys-

tens.

In the experimental study described in Chapter 8, the visco-

elastic behaviour of oxide fil･ms on steam-oxidized silicon crys-

tals has been investigated by means of reaトtime X-ray topograph-

ic observations in the temperature range from 500 K to 1273 K･

The obseTVations have been performed on oxide films of various

tbicknesses grown at 1275 Ⅹ. Tbe strain contrast along the

boundary between the oxidized reglOn and the oxide-removed re-

glOn decreases with increasing temperature and disappears not

only at the oxidation temperature but also at temperatures fair-

ly below the oxidation temperature by a prolonged annealing.
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The curvature of the oxidized region is changed during heating-

cooling thermal cycles in parallel with the change of straincon-

trast. This change of contrast due to the thermal cycling i5

TeVerSible and found to be definitely due to the viscoela5tic

behaviour of oxide films at hightemperatures. Therefore, once

the viscous flow of oxide occurs, the oxide continues to flow

until the crystal is cooled dowTl tO a temperature Where the vis-

cosity of oxide becomes very high. That is why the stre■sses in

the films grown at different temperatures a･re constant･

☆ ☆ ☆

On t九e basis of the obtained results in the present 5tud-

ies mainly by means of real-tine I-ray topographic observations,

50皿e important informations are obtained in respect to the con-

trol､ of dislocation generation in device manufacturing processes･

Figure 9-1 shows a schematical cross-Section of integrated

circuit･ wben◆many microdefects are introduced inside the cTyS-

JWbyJ//y/JJ/ym///5Wy:yj:yW///y:X/Wy:yyyj:WyJ:Wn/WJ/WJ:yW/JWbW/y:yWy:I/////JnWn.

I/PPW5WXJ/Wj:y5W/yJ////b//?:I/UUyn/Wl/yy//i//W/y:yWUWy:yWJ//yJ//yJ//1/J:yWy/

㌔●態㌔.･㌔
Fig. 9-1. Schenatical cross-sectioTt Of integrated circuit.
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tal artificially by the intrinsic 苦ettering method, the genera-

tion and propagation of dislocations is possible to take place

preferentially at large oxide precipitates (open circles) under

small thermal stress, leading to thermal slips. Wher･eas･, it is

very difficult ■to cause plastic flow at small precipitates (full

circles) because a higher stress is required with decreasing

preclpitate size.

'! In the case of a recessed oxide structure as shown in Fig.

9-1, the edges in the groove are usually concentrated in stress

(shown by the heavy
arrows)

due to the difference in thermal ex-

pansion between silicon crystal and oxide, so that dislocations

are often introduced at the edges during thermal processing.

When this gTOOVe, namely a notch in this case, is orlglnally

strain free, the crystal lattice merely deforms elastically due

to the stress concentration. Dislocations are not generated-

until the edges in the groove are concentrat･ed in the stress

which exceeds the elastic-plastic transition stress.

These dislocations, when generated in float一之One Crystals,

can move eaLSily at elevated temperatures under the influences

of the elastic interaction forces between dislocations and also

the image force near the surface. Moreover, the generation and

multiplication of dislocations takes place during cyclic defor-

mation in the elastic reglOn. When subjected to thermal cycling

and mechanical stress cycling, it is plausible that the disloca-

tion motion is activated under stress cycles even if the stress

level of a.mplitude is much lower than the macroscopIC elastic

limit.
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When dislocations a.re nucleated in Czocbralski crystals,

however, they are thought to be locked rapidly by oxygen atoms

during thermal processingl thus ceasing to act as multiplication

centers.

On the other hand, although the stress effect of nitride

film f6rned on a crystal surface often leads to the dislocation

generation during thermal treatment, a thin oxide film formed

intentiohally between the nitride film and silicon crystal plays

an important role in suppressing dislocation generation because

of the viscoelastic behaviour of thin oxide film at high temper-

atures.
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